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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Greenup County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Terri Potter of Argillite and Shannon Miller of Flatwoods are teaching at Hager 
Elementary in Ashland. 
Marissa Kouns of Flatwoods is teaching at Rodburn Elementary in Morehead. 
Jason Smith of South Shore is teaching at Russell High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
edt.icational services director. '" 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Boyd County students are completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students include: 
*Crystal Claar of Rush is teaching at East Carter High School in Grayson. 
*Phillip Caudill of Ashland is teaching at Hager Elementary. 
*Stacey Clayton of Ashland is teaching at Russell High School. 
*Jessica Hensley of Ashland is teaching at Poage Elementary School. 
*Randi Sturgill of Ashland is teaching at Rowan County Senior High School in Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Montgomery County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
The Mt. Sterling students are: 
Amy Scott is teaching at Owingsville Elementary in Owingsville. 
Antoinette Myers is teaching at Menifee County High School in Frenchburg. 
Olivia Evans-Allen is teaching at McNabb Middle School in Mt Sterling. 
Sherri Adams is teaching at Powell County High School in Stanton. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public schooL 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Bracken County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Dena Cunningham of Brooksville is teaching at Straub Elementary School in Maysville. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine Morgan County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Melissa Phipps of Buskirk and Alice Havens-Evans of West Liberty are teaching at 
Rowan County Senior High School in Morehead. 
Melissa Ball ofEzel, Amber Johnson of West Liberty, and Cynthia Hammonds of West 
Liberty are teaching at Red River Elementary School in Hazel Green. 
Danny Wright of West Liberty and Stephanie Lacy of Wrigley are teaching at Elliott 
County High School in Sandy Hook. 
Marita Conley of West Liberty is teaching at Bath County High School in Owinsgville. 
Sheri Gevedon of West Liberty is teaching at Magoffin County High School in 
Salyersville. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's · 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Clark County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State Uruversity's Teacher Education Program. 
Janet Warner of Winchester is teaching at Strode Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a Uruversity supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opporturuty to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
-MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Wolfe County students are completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Patricia Stephens and William Oliver of Campton are teaching at Sebastian Middle 
School in Jackson. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
' 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Cincinnati students are completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The students are: 
*Mark Smiley is teaching at Rodbum Elementary School in Morehead. 
*Lori Plogsted is teaching at Strode Elementary School in Winchester. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Powell County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
James Crase of Clay City is teaching at Mt. Sterling Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nineteen Rowan County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Malissa Reynolds of Clearfield is teaching at Bath County High School in Owingsville. 
Andrea Aragon of Clearfield is teaching at West Carter Middle School in Olive Hill. 
Sun-Lin Hammond of Clearfield is teaching at Conkwright Middle School in Winchester. 
Rebecca Bush of Morehead is teaching at Farmers Elementary School in Farmers. 
Aaron Caudill, Kevin Lowe and Angela Zoeller of Morehead are teaching at Rowan 
County Senior High School. 
Beth Gschwender and Candice Eldridge of Morehead are teaching at Montgomery 
County High School in Mt. Sterling. 
School. 
Charles Rutledge and Lydia Brown of Morehead are teaching at Radburn Elementary 
Christy Gouge ofMorehead_is teaching at Fleming County High School in Flemingsburg. 
Christy Prather of Morehead is teaching in Mapleton Elementary School in Mt. Sterling. 
David Baker Ill and Heather Baker of Morehead are teaching at E. P. Ward Elementary 
School in Wallingford. 
Jeremy Hall of Morehead is teaching at East Carter High School in Grayson. 
Kyla Hatfield of Morehead is teaching at Linlee Elementary School in Lexington. 
Rhonda Bailey of Morehead is teaching at Morgan County High School in West Liberty. 




The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Campbell County student is completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Adam Stegeman of Cold Spring is teaching at Rowan County Senior High School in 
Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Grant County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Jeremiah True of Corinth is teaching at George Rogers Clark School in Winchester. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Boyle County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Erica Prater of Danville is teaching at Morehead Grade School in Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educatiomil services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Hardin County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Christopher Schmidt of Elizabethtown is teaching at Paul Blazer High School in Ashland. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Fleming County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Joyce Gooding of Flemingsburg and Minnie McCord of Ewing are teaching at Bath 
County High School in Owingsville. 
Paula Kissick of Ewing is teaching at Morehead Grade School in Morehead. 
Ruth Hurst of Flemingsburg is teaching at Straub Elementary School in Maysville. 
Amanda Logan of Plummers Landing is teaching at Radburn Elementary School in 
Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Johnson County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Kelly Collins of Flat Gap is teaching at J.D. Adams Middle School in Prestonsburg. 
Miranda Duncan of Paintsville and Kristen Rader of Van Lear are teaching in Highland 
Elementary School in Staffordsville. 
Telena Conley of Staffordsville is teaching at Magoffin County High School in 
Salyersville. 
Christa Scarberry ofNippa is teaching at Hillsboro Elementary in Fleming County. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Scioto County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Nicholas Basham of Franklin Furnace is teaching at Russell High School in Russell. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Menifee County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part ofMorehead State lJniversity's Teacher Education Program. 
Robin Jones of Frenchburg is teaching at Montgomery County High School in Mt. 
Sterling. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Kenton County student is completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The Fort Mitchell students are: 
April Stamper is teaching at Jackson Independent in Jackson. 
Erin Burnett is teaching at West Carter Middle School in Olive Hill. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Five Carter County students are completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
School. 
Briana Caudill of Grayson is teaching at Catlettsburg Elementary School in Catlettsburg. 
Jeff Leaman of Grayson and Opal Fannin of Olive Hill are teaching in East Carter Middle 
Amy Porter of Olive Hill is teaching at Rowan County Senior High School. 
Brent Porter of Olive Hill is teaching at Tilden Hogge Elementary in Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Franklin County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Robert Scheeler of Grove City is teaching at Campbell County High School in 
Alexandria. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Magoffin County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Prqgram. 
Misty Delong of Hager Hill is teaching at Magoffin County High School in Salyersville. 
Laura Joseph of Salyersville is teaching at Catlettsburg Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Perry County students are completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. -· 
Angela Duff of Hazard is teaching at Eversole Middle School. 
Teresa Grigsby of Hazard is teaching at Prestonsburg High School in Prestonsburg. 
Travis Fields of Cormittsville is teaching at Rowan County Senior High School in 
Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to. demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Knott County students are completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester'as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program, 
Lisa Dixon ofHind1,11an is teaching at J.D. Adams Middle School in Prestonsburg, 
Tiffany Perkins of Hindman is teaching at Porter Elementary School in Hager Hill. 
Deborah Hall of Pinetop is teaching at Prestonsburg Elementary SchooL 
Shaun Popp of Sassafras is teaching at Bourbon. County High School in Paris. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a Umversity supervisor and. a master teacher 
within the public schooL 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportumty to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU's 
educational services director, 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Martin County students are completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
The Inez students are: 
Amy Hinkle is teaching at Pike County Central High School in Pikeville. 
Wanda Kirk is teaching at W.R. Castle in Wittensville. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Lawrence County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching , 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Tracee Blackstock of Ironton is teaching at McNabb Middle School in Mt. Sterling. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, l(:y.---Three Elliott County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Sarah Williams of Isonville is teaching at Fleming County H,igh School in Flemingsburg. 
Steve Ison and Jennifer Simons of Sandy Hook are teaching at East Carter High School 
in Grayson. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Breathitt County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Margaret Morgan and Mary Hale of Jackson are teaching at West Liberty Elementary 
School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Floyd County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Lisa Slone of Lackey is teaching at Prestonsburg Elementary School. 
Jimmy Shepherd of Prestonsburg is teaching at East Jessamine High School in 
Nicholasville. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
" ' 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching .practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Fayette County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Mary Whitaker of Lexington is teaching at Tates Creek Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-Five Lawrence County students are completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Arnie Chapman and Amity Jackson of Louisa are teaching at Johnson County High 
School in Paintsville. 
Elizabeth Castle of Lowmansville is teaching at Highland Elementary School in 
Staffordsville. 
Kimberly Fitch of Lowmansville is teaching .in W.R Castle in Wittensville. 
Carmella Cordle of Blaine is teaching at Johnson County Middle School in Paintsville. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public schooL 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---AMason County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Brian Silvey of Maysville is teaching at Harrison County High School in Cynthiana. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley. Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Bath County students are completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
John Vice of Owingsville is teaching at McNabb Middle School in Mt. Sterling. 
Brandhi Hunt and Michele Crouch of Sharpsburg are teaching at Mt. Sterling 
Elementary. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team· approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Pike County student is completing student teaching during the 
2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Gerald Anderson of Pikeville is teaching at Pike County Central High School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher. 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Pittsfield, Mass., student is completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Karen Foley is teaching at Henry Clay High School in Lexington. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Santa Fe, N.M., student is completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Entily Bell is teaching at Flenting County High School in Flentingsburg. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Brown County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Christina Abernathy of Sardinia is teaching at Farmers Elementary School. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program .. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Stonesboro, Pa;, student is completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Laura Sereday is teaching at Mapleton Elementary School in Mt. Sterling. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Two Lewis County students is completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Ed4cation Program. 
The Tollesboro students are: 
Jamie Thomas is teaching at Straub Elementary School in Maysville. 
Joshua Underwood is teaching at Rowan County Senior High School in Morehead. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Miami County, Ohio, student is completing, student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Chad Grimm of Troy is teaching at Tilden Hogge Elementary School in Rowan County. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Woodford County student is completing student teaching during 
the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Mindy Schodorf of Versailles is teaching at Radburn Elementary School in Rowan 
County. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Darke County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
~rogram. 
Sara Poeppelman of Versailles is teaching at Montgomery County High School in Mt. 
Sterling. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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March 1, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---An Adams County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Jennifer Grooms of Winchester is teaching at Straub Elementary School in Maysville. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
' MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Greene County, Ohio, student is completing student teaching 
during the 2000 spring semester as part of Morehead State University's Teacher Education 
Program. 
Stephanie Black of Xenia is teaching at Hillsboro Elementary School in Fleming County. 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---An Owsley County student is completing student teaching during the 
,2000 spring semester as part ofMorehead State University's Teacher Education Program. 
Tia Turner of Booneville is teaching at Jackson Independent School 
The student teaching or professional semester is the capstone experience in MSU' s 
Teacher Education Program. Participants work with a University supervisor and a master teacher 
within the public school. 
This team approach ensures that student teachers are given the opportunity to demonstrate 
effective teaching practices within their area of certification, according to Shirley Blair, MSU' s 
educational services director. 
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Seventy-seven Morehead State University students will travel to China March 9-18 
where they will perform five concerts including performances in the nation's elite music school, 
The Central Conservatory, and the Beijing Concert Hall. 
Before heading overseas, the Symphony Band and Percussion Ensemble will give one 
public performance and a last rehearsal. 
• The groups will perform for children from East Kentucky on Thursday, March 2, at 
10 a.m at the Mountain Arts Center in Prestonsburg. 
• On Sunday, March 5, the two bands will have a rehearsal in MSU's Baird Music Hall 
from 3 to 5 p.m. 
The entourage will include seven faculty members. More than 4,000 pounds of 
equipment will accompany the group. 
The overseas venture has been made possible by the sponsorship of more than 1,800 
contributors, according to Dr. Richard Miles, director of bands. The trip will be an educational 




Additional information is available from the bands office at (606) 783-2486. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---In March, designated as Women's History Month, Morehead State 
University will host the ninth Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women. 
The Sunday-Tuesday, March 26-28, conference titled "Coming of Age: Women in the 
New Millennium," will include a keynote address by Dr. Mary Frances Berry, chair of the U.S. 
Civil Rights Commission. All of the events will take place on the third floor of the Adron Doran 
University Center. 
In addition to Dr. Berry's address, titled "What Do We Mean by Women's Equality: 
2000 and Beyond," there will be a variety of programs from musical entertainment to roundtable 
discussions. 
On Sunday, the Reel World String Band will perform at 7 p.m. in the Crager Room, 
ADUC. The five Bluegrass women, who have been performing American folk music for 
22 years, include Sue Massek on banjo, Bev Futrell on guitar, Karen Jones on fiddle, Elise 
Melrood on piano and Sharon Ruble on bass . 
. Registration is set for Sunday, March 26, at 5 p.m., and Monday and Tuesday, beginning 
·at 8 a.m. After the morning registrations, participants may choose from a number of concurrent 
sessions throughout both days. 
Among the sessions are: 
"Appalachian Women's Studies: An Argument to Take Appalachian Women Seriously." 
Panelists Lynda Ann Ewan and Amy Hudock from Marshall University will focus on the role of 
women in Appalachian history. 
"From Chocolate Chips to Micro Chips: A program for Women in Transition." Nancy K. 
Swanborg, director of the Women's Resource Center at Schoolcraft College in Michigan, will 
discuss the program she created that addresses the issues relating to women making the move 




During the symposium, there will be a creative presentation, co-written by 
Linda K. Williamson, a professor in the School of Arts and Humanities at the University of 
Texas at Dallas, and Brandi Andrade. "Voicings: A Celebration of American Women," a 
65-minute theatrical production, will be accompanied by an annotated reading list on U.S. 
Women's History. 
Registration forms for the conference are available. on-line at www .morehead-
st.edu/womensymposium or from Dr. Alana Cain Scott at (606) 783-2540. The $40 conference 
fee covers all activities Sunday through Tuesday, and includes a reception and two lunches. 
For those who want to attend the Monday sessions and luncheon only, the fee is $30. A 
$15 fee covers the Tuesday sessions and brown bag lunch only. 
Students, whether or not they are attending MSU, may attend the symposium for the 
cost of meals. The cost of the Monday luncheon is $10 and the Tuesday brown bag lunch 
is $5. 
Registration fees for conference participants who want to attend either of the lunches 
must be postmarked by Friday, March 17. 
Lodging is available on campus or at off-campus locations. Reservations, for 
on-campus lodging, must be made by March 20 with Rebecca McGinnis at (606) 783-5174. 
The Grote Symposim, sponsored by the Women's Studies Program at MSU, is 
supported by the Office of Academic Affairs, Office of Multicultural Student Services, Institute 
for Regional Analysis and Public Policy and the Kentuc~ Humanities Council. 
Additional information regarding the conference is available from Dr. Susan Backer at 
(606) .783-2459 or from the symposium's Web site: www .morehead-st.edu/womensymposium. 
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U.S. CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION HEAD TO SPEAK AT MSU 
Dr. Mary Frances Berry, chair of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, will deliver the keynote 
address at the ninth Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women at Morehead 
State University. She will speak on ~'What Do We Mean' by Women's Equality: 2000 and 
Beyond" on Monday, March 27, following the luncheon. The conference begins Sunday, 
March 26, and runs through Tuesday, March 28. Additional infonnation about the conference, 
designated as "Coming of Age: Women in the New Millennium," is available from Dr. Susan 
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REEL WORLD STRING BAND TO PERFORM AT MSlJ 
To kick off the ninth Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women at 
Morehead State University, the Reel World String Band will perfonn on Sunday, March 26, at 
7 p.m. in the Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center. The band of five Bluegrass 
women has played American folk music for 22 years. The musicians include (from left) Karen 
Jones on fiddle, Bev Futrell on guitar, Elise Melrood on piano, Sue Massek on banjo, and 
Sharon Ruble on bass. Additional infonnation on the conference is available from Dr. Susan 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State Uruversity will be closed for Spring Break, 
March 13-17; however certain offices and services will be available with mirumal staffing. 
Regular office hours and classes will resume at 8 a.m. Monday, March 20. 
Kentucky Folk Art Center will observe normal operating hours. The Center is open 
9 a.m. until 5 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and 1 to 5 p.m. on Sunday. 
Camden-Carroll Library will be open Monday and Tuesday, March 13 and 14, from 
1:30 until 5 p.m. Public service areas will be mirumally staffed and books and· other materials 
may be checked out during this time. The library will be closed Wednesday through Saturday 
for an upgrade of the Voyager system. Access to databases and other online resources will not be 
affected but the catalog will be unavailable. The library will reopen on Sunday, March 19, at 
1 p.m. Additional information on the library's services is available by calling (606) 783-2200. 
University Post Office staff will work sort mail on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
March 13, 15, and 17, from 8 a.m. until noon. There will be no deliveries or window service 
available. 
Adron Doran University Center will close on Friday, March 10, at 4:30p.m. and 
reopen on Sunday, March 19, at noah. 
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IDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(March 12-25) 
Sunday, March 12 
(606) 783-2030 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Wright State University, Sonny Allen Field, double header, 1 p.m., 
free. Additional inforll)ation: (606) 783-2882. 
Monday. March 13 
Spring Break, no classes or office hours, through Friday, March 17. Offices reopen and 
classes resume on Monday, March 20, at 8 a.m. 
Saturday. March 18 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Western Michigan University, Sonny Allen Field, double header, noon, 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
Tuesday. March 21 
Graduation Fair, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 10 a.m -5 p.m., also 
March 22, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2080. 
Eagle Softball: MSU vs. University of Akron, softball field, double header, 2 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
Lecture: "How Hard Are You Knocking," Tim Augustine, Riggle Room, 4 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2071. 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Thomas More College, Sonny Allen Field, 6 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2882. 
Faculty Recital: Larry Keenan, keyboards, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Wednesday, March 22 
MSU Board of Regents meeting, Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center, Time: TBA. 




Wednesday, March 22 
Lecture: "Our Bodies, Ourselves in the Empire oflmages," Dr. Susan Bordo, Commonwealth 
Room, Adron Doran University Center, 7 p.m., free. Additional information: 
( 606) 783-2779. 
Guest Recital: Suzanne Veiga, cello, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2494. 
Thursday. March 23 
Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Murray State University, George Sadler Tennis Courts, 2:30p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Youngstown State University, Sonny Allen Field, double header, 
1 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
Faculty/Guest Recital: Barry Hearn and David Herring, trombones; and Michelle Kaminski, 
trumpet, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2473. 
Saturday. March 25 
Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Murray State University, George Sadler Courts, 9 a.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2088. · 
Preview Day, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 9 a.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2000 or (800) 585-6781. · 
Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. University of Dayton, George Sadler Tennis Courts, 4:30p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
***NOTICE***NOTICE***NOTICE*** 
John Douglas, former FBI agent and profiler, will not be lecturing at Morehead State 
University on Friday, March 10. 
MSU's Spring Break begins on Friday, March 10, at 4:30p.m. and continues the week of 
March 13-17. There will be no classes or office hours. 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2030. 
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March 7, 2000 
FOR Il\1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Participants may learn to use and contribute to the Internet in two 
new courses being offered by Morehead State University's Office of Continuing Education. 
"Introduction to the World Wide Web" will be taught Tuesday, March 21, and repeated 
Thursday, April3, from 5 to 7 p.m. "Introduction to HTML (Web pages)" is slated for 
' 
Thursday, March 23, and repeated Tuesday, April15, from 5 to 7 p.m. 
The two-hour courses, which are designed for new or novice Internet users, meet one 
I 
time only. Darrell Smith, MSU senior academic consultant/web manager, will be the instructor. 
The World Wide Web course will deal with accessing the latest news information on the 
Internet, for example, stock quotes, weather and world affairs. Participants will establish 
personal e-mail accounts, create e-mail address books and online calendars. In addition, the 
class members will learn how to use basic and advanced options of a Web browser. 
' 
In the Web page course, participants will use Microsoft FrontPage 2000 to develop basic 
to intermediate HTML. Those who complete the session should have the information to build a 
Web site. 
The cost for either session is $25. Additional information and registration is available 
from MSU's Office of Continuing Education at (606) 783-2875. 
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March 7, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
BOONEVILLE, Ky.---Morehead State University's Small Business Development Center 
will present a business planning seminar on Monday, March 13, at Action Place, the Owsley 
County Action Team Office in Booneville. 
The session, which will run from 5 to 7 p.m.~ is free and open to the public. Because of 
limited seating, pre-registration is necessary. 
Topics to be covered in the seminar include: _purpose of a business plan, strategic planning, 
format and parts of a business plan and financial statements. 
All training programs, ·sponsored or co-sponsored by SBDC, are available to all 
individuals without regard to race, color, sex, creed or national origin. Special arrangements for 
the disabled will be made if requested in advance. 
Co-sponsors of the program include Morehead National and Whitaker Bank, Community 
Trust Bank ofMt. Sterling, Citizens Deposit Bank & Trust of Vanceburg and the Traditional 
Bank ofMt. Sterling. 
Additional information and registration are available by calling the SBDC office in Jackson 
at (606) 666-2800 or 1-800-729-5225 or the Owsley County Action Team at (606) 593-7296. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY. 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 7, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---More than 120 school districts will be represented at two upcoming 
Kentucky Teachers Network job fairs . . 
The fairs will be held Wednesday, March 29, in the Exum Center at Kentucky State· 
University and Thursday, March 30, in the st~dent center ballroom ai the University of 
Kentucky. The activity will run from 3 t? 7 p.m. 
There is no charge for the fairs, which are open to teachers, administrators, coaches, 
graduating students or other educators who are looking for positions for the 2000-2001 school 
year. Recruiters from Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Virginia, Illinois, Tennessee, Georgia, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Texas, Maryland, Delaware, Nevada and California will 
accept resumes and may conduct initial interviews. 
KTN is jointly sponsored by Eastern Kentucky University, KSU, Morehead State 
University and UK. 
Additional information is available from MSU' s Office of Career Services at 
(606) 783-2233 or online at www.morehead-st.edu/ktnjobfair. 
#### 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 
March 7, 2000 
FORIMMEDIATERELEASE ~ 
Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Arrangements are being finalized for a variety of activities 
during Morehead State University's annual Founders Day observance on Thursday, April 6. 
The University will recognize several individuals who have made significant 
contributions to MSU' s growth through the years, according to President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
606-783-2030 
"We look forward to having members of the community join us in celebrating the 
University's 78tl' birthday as a public institution and its !13th since being founded as a private 
school," Dr. Eaglin stated. 
The day will begin with a special breakfast at 8:30 a.m. in the Crager Room of the 
Adron Doran University Center for retired faculty and staff members. Friends ofMSU 
retirees may purchase tickets in advance at a price of $7. 
A meeting of the MSU Retirees Association will follow the breakfast. Dr. John 
Philley will preside and new officers will be elected. 
Scheduled for 10:45 a.m. at the Memorial Plaza in front of Camden-Carroll Library is 
the memorial bricks ceremony. The names of deceased faculty and staff members will be 
read aloud to the tolling of a single bell. Bricks bearing the name of each person will be on 
display and later added to the plaza. 
The Founders Day Awards Luncheon is set for noon, also in the Crager Room. It 
will include presentation of the Founders Day Award for University Service. New MSU 
Fellows and other benefactors of the University also will be honored. Tickets, at $10 per 
·person, must be purchased in advance. 
Founders Day 2000 ends after a 2 p.m. groundbreaking ceremony for the $14 million 
renovation and expansion ofBreckinridge HalL The former laboratory school is being 
modernized to house WMKY Radio and the Department of Communications. Completion is 
expected in late 200 I. 
Additional information and reservations are available by calling (606) 783-2033. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 8, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University senior Shannon Heiert has added $5,000 
to her student account. 
Heirt received a Governor's Scholarship from the Kentucky Restaurant Association 
Education Foundation. A hoteVrestaurant/institutional management major from Brooksville, she 
will use the award for tuition, fees and books next year. 
Governor's Scholarship recipients must be Kentucky residents, have a major in food 
service and have completed 1, 000 hours of work experience in a restaurant during a two-year 
period. To qualifY for the award, Heiert wrote a 500-word essay titled "Why the restaurant 
industry is the best career choice for the 21st century." 
After graduation in May 2001, she wants to pursue a career in hotel or restaurant 
management. To prepare for that goal, Heiert is working at the front desk of Hilton Suites in 
Lexington, where she previously completed an internship. 
MSU requires students to work 180 hours in both a restaurant and a hotel as part of their 
internship. "I did more hours than that because I kept the job all summer," Heiert said. 
She also had an opportunity to learn a multitude of tasks while completing the internship. 
"I worked in the housekeeping department, laundry, reservations and at the front desk," Heiert 
said. "I also did maintenance for a while." 
Heiert, who transferred from Cumberland College to the University for her sophomore 
year, received an MSU Transfer Award. To qualifY for this scholarship, she had to have a· 
minimum ACT composite of20, have completed at least 12 hours of college coursework and be 
a resident of Kentucky. She must maintain a minimum cumulative 3.0 grade point average to 
retain the award. 
A graduate of Bracken County High School, Heiert is the daughter of Marilyn and Lewis 
Heiert of Brooksville. 
#### 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State Uruversity UPOBox llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 8, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State Uruversity's Alpha Nu chapter ofPhi Delta Kappa, 
an international professional fraterruty for educators, is accepting scholarships applications. 
To be eligible, students must be full-time undergraduates in good academic standing; 
demonstrate a need for financial assistance; be active members of the Student National Education. 
Association, Kappa Delta Pi, or the Student Council for Exceptional Children, and be enrolled at 
MSU during the next fall semester after the selection process is completed. 
The selected students will be formally recogruzed at the annual Phi Delta Kappa awards 
rught on Wednesday, April 12, according to Dr. Dora C. Ahmadi, assistant professor of math. 
Applications and supporting materials should be sent to Dr. Ahmadi, 201 C Lappin Hall, 
MSU, by March 31. 
st 
Additional information is available by calling Dr. Ahmadi at (606) 783-2919. 
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March 9, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Author and lecturer Dr. Susan Bordo will speak at Morehead State 
University in March which is designated Women's History Month. 
Chi Omega sorority is sponsoring the March 22 lecture titled "Our Bodies, Ourselves in 
the Empire ofimages," according to Mary Jo Netherton, MSU associate professor of French and 
the sorority's adviser. Dr. Bordo will begin her talk at 7 p.m. in the Commonwealth Room of the 
Adron Doran University Center. 
A professor of English and women's studies at the University of Kentucky, Dr. Bordo 
earned a doctorate degree in philosophy from State University ofNew York at Stony Brook. She 
lectures nationally on contemporary culture and the body, including such topics as eating 
disorders, cosmetic surgery, beauty and evolutionary theory, racism and the body, masculinity 
and the male body, sexual harassment, and the impact of contemporary media. 
The author of five books, including her most recent titled "The Male Body: A New Look 
at Men in Public and Private," Dr. Bordo holds the Otis A. Singletary Chair in the Humanities. 
Her book has been featured in "Mademoiselle," "Elle," "Vanity Fair" and "The New York Times 
Magazine." 
Dr. Bordo's talk is free and open to the public. Additional information is available from 
Netherton at (606) 783-2779. 
#### 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March9, 1999 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University wants to make the college decision-
making process a little easier for high school students by hosting a Preview Day on Saturday, 
March25. 
-, 
"Preview days provide students with the opportunity to get a taste of what college life is 
like," said Cheryl Million, assistant director of admissions/recruitment. The day begins at 9 a.m. 
in the Adron Doran University Center. 
The future University students will take a campus tour, visit academic departments and 
attend a mini-class, according to Million. In addition, representatives will be on hand to answer 
questions about admissions, financial aid and residence hall life. 
Additional information about the Preview Day is available from the Office of Admissions 
at (606) 783-2000 or (800) 585-6781. 
#### 
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VEIGA WILL PRESENT GUEST RECITAL 
Suzanne Barber Veiga. a faculty member at Transylvania University and Asbury College. will 
present a cello recital on Wednesday. March 22. in Duncan Recital Hall on the Morehead State 
.University campus. The program, which begins at 8 p.m., is free and open to the public. Veiga, 
cellist with the Amaranth Quartet and a member of the Lexington Philharmonic Orchestra. has 
been active as a chamber musician throughout the Midwest. A graduate of the Eastman School 
of Music. she received a Master of Music degree and a Doctor of Musical Arts degree from the 
University of Kentucky. Veiga will be accompamed bv Dr Gregory Partain. Additional 
mformation is available by calling ( b06) 783-2494. 
(MSU photo) 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 9, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Kentucky Zeta Chapter of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon fraternity will join 151 chapters across the country in implementing a continuous 
membership development program. 
The Balance Man Project (BMP), funded in part by the Sigma Phi Epsilon Educational 
Foundation, encourages involvement throughout a member's undergraduate experience, 
changing as the member moves through the years, according to Gary W. Adkins, chapter adviser. 
"The program is based on four building blocks: community involvement, experiential 
learning, mentoring, apd brotherhood," Adkins said. "As a member develops, he progresses 
through four stages of development, or challenges. Each challenge has a maximum duration and 
specific expectations that all members must meet in order to remain in the chapter." 
As the BMP stresses chapter unity, all members are continuously involved in the chapter 
through experiential learning and community service in addition to a chapter's current programs, 
Adkins said. 
Mentors, recruited from both the undergraduate chapter and the community, help 
members make decisions and set goals. "Every member must recruit a mentor from the 
community to serve as a role model and guide him through his career selection process," Adkins 
said. 
Additional information on becoming a mentor for MSU' s Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity is 
available from Adkins at (606) 784-1086. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
. Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 10, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Severa! hundred works of art by high school students are on display 
in Morehead State University's Claypool-Young Art Building. 
The artwork is a part of the Kentucky Art Education Association's 2000 regional art, 
exhibit for the Burley/Coal region. High school art teachers submitted up to 20 entries in 17 
different categories including painting, mixed media, ceramics, jewelry, photography and 
computer graphics, according to Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. 
Participating high schools include: Russell Independent, East Carter, West Carter, Leslie 
County, Montgomery County, Allen Central, Pikeville, Paul G. Blazer, Harrison County, Lewis 
County, Knott County Central, Raceland-Worthington Independent, Betsy Layne, Perry County, 
Perry County Central, Belfiy County, Fleming County, Buckhorn, Johnson Central, Hazard, 
Rowan County and Mason County. 
A member of the KAEA, an MSU faculty member and a graduate student will judge the 
entries, which will be on display in the main gallery through Wednesday, March 29. The winning 
entries from this region will participate in the state competition in Maysville. 
On the last day of the exhibit, high students whose art is displayed will come to MSU. 
"It's a very exciting day," Hart said. "They will participate in demonstrations and see their·art on 
exhibit in the gallery." 
rdm 
The gallery is open 8 a.m.- 4 p.m., weekdays. There is no admission charge. 
Additional information on the show is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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March 1 0, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Benjamin K. Malphrus, professor of science and director of 
Morehead State University's Astrophysics Laboratory, has been recognized for his contributions 
to the teaching of science by being named the recipient of the Kentucky Science Teachers 
Association's Distinguished Service Award. 
"The award is given to an educator in our state who has made outstanding contributions," 
said Ken Rosenbaum, executive director ofKST A. 
Dr. Malphrus is a graduate of the University of South Carolina where he earned a 
bachelor's degree in art in 1984 and a master's degree in physics in 1987. After completing a 
doctoral degree in physics and astronomy from West Virginia University in 1990, he joined the 
faculty at MSU. 
To be chosen for the award, recipients must exhibit an exceptional dedication to science 
education in the state and be known for their work throughout the scientific education 
community inside and outside of Kentucky. "KSTA has honored only 22 individuals in the past 
26 years," Rosenbaum said. 
Dr. Malphrus was selected for his work with science teachers throughout the state 
including projects such as the Partnership for Reform Initiatives in Science and Mathematics 
(PRISM), various EisenJ:!ower projects and National Aeronautics and Space Administration and 
National Science Foundation-funded projects. 
Involvement in research of extragalactic astrophysics with science teachers and their 
students added to his qualifications for the award as did his past work with KST A, an. 
organization of more than 2, 000 members. He served on the board of directors for six years and 
was president in 1995. 
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March 10, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Office of Continuing Education and the 
Kentucky Motorcycle Program will offer riding courses this spring on campus and at the Ashland 
Area Extended Campus Center. 
The Riding and Street Skills class is designed for non-riders, new riders or those who want 
to brush up on their skills. The course offers instruction that covers on-cycle maneuvers in a 
controlled, off-street environment, learning the proper mounting technique and emergency 
braking. Participants must be at least 16 years of age to register and those under 18 must have 
parental consent. 
The basic course will be offered on four weekends this spring: April 14-16, May 12-14, 
June 9-11, and July 21-23, at MSU; April7-9, May 19-21,June 16-18 and July 28-30 in Ashland. 
The 20 hours of instruction will be offered 6-10 p.m. on Fridays, and 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. on Saturdays 
and Sundays. The fee for RSS is $70. 
For riders who want to fine-tune their street skills, the Experienced Rider Course may be 
an option. The course is designed for individuals who have a current motorcycle license, have 
access to a street cycle and have riding experience. Classroom instruction includes mental 
strategies necessary to reduce risk. 
The advanced class will be offered from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday, May 27, at MSU 
and Saturday, June 24, in Ashland. For the minimum eight hours of instruction, the fee is $45. 
Due to limited class size, early registration is encouraged. The class will meet in Room 3 
of the Waterfield Hall Conference Center on campus and Room 204 at the Ashland Center. 
Instructors for the course have been certified by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation and 
' 
approved by the Motorcycle Rider Education Program. 
Additional information and registration is available by calling (606) 783-2067, or by mail 
to the Office of Continuing Education, Morehead State University, Motorcycle Registration, 112 
Waterfield Hall Conference· Center, Morehead, KY 403 51. 
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APRIL HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
April 1, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State University, softball field, double 
header, I p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
(606) 783-2030 
April I, Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, George Sadler Courts, 
2:30p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
April I, Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, George Sadler Courts, 
2:30p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
April 1, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois University, Sonny Allen Field, double header, 
3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
April 2, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois University, Sonny Allen Field, 1 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783~2882. 
April2, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State University, softball field, I p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
April 2, Recital: MSU Flute Choir, Robert Pritchard, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music 
Hall, 3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 2, Junior Recital: James Owen, trombone, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 5 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 2, Junior Recital, Eric Dykes, tuba, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 3, Recital: MSU Brass Choir, Jon Burgess, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music 
Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April4, Recital: MSU Tuba-Euphonium Ensemble, Stacy Baker, director, Duncan Recital Hall, 
Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 5, Art exhibit: Sophomore Show, through April 14, main gallery, Claypool-Young Art 
Building, 8 a.m.- 4p.m., weekdays, free. Opening reception, April 5, 7 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5446. 
April 6, Founders Day, campus. Memorial Brick Dedication, Little Bell Tower, II a.m.; 
Luncheon, Award for University Service to be presented and new fellows ill be 
recognized, noon, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, charge for meals; 





April 6, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. University of Dayton, softball field, double header, 3 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
April 6, Recital: MSU Jazz Ensemble I, Gordon Towell, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird 
Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 7, Junior Recital: Tim Wingate, guitar, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 8, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Tennessee Technological University, softball field, double 
header, I p.m., free; also April 9, I p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
April 8, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Sonny Allen Field, 
double header, 3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
April 8, Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State University, George Sadler 
Courts, 9 a.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
April 8, Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Northern Kentucky University, George Sadler Courts, 
2:30p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
April9, Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois University, George Sadler Courts, 10 a.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
April 9, Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois University, George Sadler Courts, I 0 a.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
April 9, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Sonny Allen Field, I p.m., free .. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
April 9, Junior Recital: Jeanie Branham, clarinet, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 9, Senior Recital: Daniel Reardon, trombone, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 
8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 10-14, Pre-registration for summer terms and fall semester. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2008. 
April I 0, Phi Kappa Phil Honors Program Showcase, Adron Doran University Center, 4 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2807. 
April I 0, Phi Kappa Phi annual spring banquet, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 
6 p.m., charge. Additional information: (606) 783-5488. 






April 13, Recital: MSU Concert Choir and Chamber Singers, Greg Detweiler, conductor, Duncan 
Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 16, Academic Awards Convocation, Button Auditorium, 2 p.m., free; reception to follow. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2807. 
April 17-21, Academic Honors Week, campus. Additional information: (606) 783-2807. 
April 17, Research and Creative Productions Luncheon, Crager Room, II :30 a.m. 
April 18, Caudill College of Humanities Honors Luncheon, Crager Room, II :30 a.m. 
April 19, College of Education and Behavioral Sciences Honors Breakfast, Crager Room, 
7a.m. 
April 20, College of Science and Technology Honors Luncheon, Crager Room, 
11:30 a.m. · 
April21, College ofBusiness Honors/Scholarship Banquet, Crager Room, 6:30p.m. 
April 16, Recital: MSU Orchestra, Adam Crane, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music 
Hall, 3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 16, Senior Recital: Aaron Nicholson, euphonium, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 
5 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 16, Recital: MSU Fusion Ensemble, Jay Flippin, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird 
Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Aprill7-21, Academic Awards Week. Additional information: (606) 783-2807. 
Aprill8, Recital: MSU Opera Works, Roma Prindle, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music 
Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 19, Recital: MSU Concert Band, Sue Creasap, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music 
Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April20, Spring Egg Hunt, President's lawn, 5:30p.m., free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2071. 
April20, Black Awareness Week, Commonwealth Room, Adron Doran University Center, 
7 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-2668. 
April 20, Recital: MSU Trombone Choir, Barry Hea~n, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird 
Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April21, Art exhibit: Senior Show, through May 5, main gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building, 
8 a.m.- 4p.m., weekdays, free. Opening reception, April 24, 7 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5446. · 
April21-23, Annual Cattle Show, Derrickson Agricultural Complex, all day, charge. Additional 




April 22, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, softball field, double header, 
3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
April23, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, softball field, I p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
April 25, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University, softball field, 4 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
April 25, Recital: MSU Baird Winds, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 26, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Belmont University, Sonny Allen Field, double header, 
3 p.m., free. Additional information·: (606) 783-2882. 
Apri126, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. University of Kentucky, softball field, double header, 3 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
April 26, Recital: MSU Symphony Band, Richard Miles, director, Duncan Recital Hall, 
Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Apri127, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Union College, Sonny Allen Field, 7 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2882. 
April27, Recital: "Tribute to the Big Bands," MSU Jazz I and II ensembles, Gordon Towell, 
director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2473. 
Apri129, Spring Keyboard Festival, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 9 a.m.-3 p.m., 
charge. Additional information: (606) 783-2405. 
April29, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State University, softball field, double 
header, 1 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
Apri129, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs.Austin Peay State University, Sonny Allen Field, 3 p.m., 
double header, free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
April29, Spring Gala, "Bach to the Future," campus, 6 p.m., reservation required. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2022. 
April 30, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, Sonny Allen Field, 3 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
April 30, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State University, softball field, 1 p.m., 




April 30, Senior Recital: Karen Pescosolido, soprano, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 
3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 30, Senior Recital: Su-Lin Hammond, clarinet, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 
5 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
April 3 0, Senior Recital: Heather Brown, flute, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 
7 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Due to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
#### 
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MAYIDGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
May I, Concert: University Chorus, Men's Chorus and Women's Chorus, Greg Detweiler, 
director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2473. 
May 2, Senior recital: Jeff Meador, trombone, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
May 3, Eagle Softball: MSU vs. University of Louisville, softball field, double header, 3 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
May 4, Senior Salute Day for high school students, Button Auditorium, I 0 a.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2977. 
May 5, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Marshall University, Sonny Allen Field, 6 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
May 5, Alumni Awards Banquet, Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, 7 p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2080. 
May 6, Spring Commencement, Academic-Athletic Center, 10:30 a.m. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2008. 
May 6, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. University of Tennessee at Martin, Sonny Allen Field, double 
header, 3:30p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
May 7, Senior recital: Dan Reardon, trombone, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 3 p.m. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
May 7, Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Uni'Cersity of Tennessee at Martin, Sonny Allen Field, 
3:30p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
May 7, Senior recital: Jessica Sergent, saxophone, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 5 p.m. 
Additional information: ( 606) 783-24 73. 
May 4, Final Exams, through May 9. May 3, Reading Day, no exams. 
May 22, Registration/classes begin for Summer I; term ends June 16. Additional information: 
(606) 783-2008. 
May 29, Memorial Day Holiday; no classes or office hours. 
Dne to early press deadlines, some listings may be subject to change. 
#### 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 10, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March I 0, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Larry Keenan, Morehead State University professor of music, will 
present his faculty keyboard recital titled "48 Hours" on Tuesday, March 21, at 8 p.m. in Duncan 
Recital Hall on campus. 
The program will feature Keenan's original arrangements and transcriptions that feature a 
variety of moods and styles ranging from classical to ragtime to religious that might have been 
encountered by a contemporary performing keyboard artist in an imaginary 48-hour period of 
time. 
Keenan, who has taught at MSU since 1967, has won 19 keyboard competitions. He was 
the national champion in the professional organist division of the Yamaha Electone Organ 
Festival and represented the United States at the international festival in Japan. 
He has been a national and regional judge for the Yamaha Keyboard Festivals and 
currently serves as an educational and performing consultant for the Yamaha Corporation. 
A past-president of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association, Keenan has performed as 
the state convention recitalist, as conductor for the All-State Piano Ensemble and as a keyboard 
cliniciarilartist at the state convention. 
Keenan has served as organist and associate music director of"The Stephen Foster 
Story" in Bardstown for 34 seasons where he performed more than 2,800 shows as solo 
keyboardist on the drama keyboards. He continues as accompanist and music director for its 
promotional group, "The Stephen Foster Story Singers." 
A church organist since age 11, Keenan currently serves as organist for the Morehead 
United Methodist Church and as keyboardist for his home church, the Seventh Day Church of 
God in Lexington. In 1992, Keenan started "Playing Hands Ministries," a faith ministry and 
performing outreach service. 
Keenan's recital is free and open to the public. Additional information is available by 
calling him at (606) 783-2479. 
#### 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 1 0, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students in Kentucky will have an opportunity to experience the 
benefits of space technology when the NASA semitrailer makes a stop on the Morehead State 
University campus Tuesday and Wednesday, March 21-22. 
More than 800 students from.school systems in the region will visit the exhibit during its 
stop in Morehead, according to Eric Thomas of the Region 7 Service Center who is coordinating 
the activity. 
The semitrailer, owned and operated by NASA's Johnson Space Center, measures 53 feet 
long with expandable sides that allows it to nearly double its width, accommodating 3 0 people at 
·once. It is divided into sections with the Technology Hall of Fame featuring exhibits of the 
space program spin-offs. A surround-sound theatre, where a I 0-minute video is shown, 
completes the exhibit. 
Students and their teachers are scheduled to visit the exhibit from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on 
Tuesday, and 8 a.m. until2 p.m. on Wednesday. The facility will be open to the public from 
4:30 until 8 p.m. on Tuesday. There is no admission charge. 
Tours ofMSU's Astrophysical Laboratory and Radio Telescope also will be available. 
The NASA exhibit is being co-sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Education's 
Region 7 Service Center, East Kentucky Center for Science and Technology and MSU's 
Department ofPhysical Sciences. Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-5418. 
#### 
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.· '. .. ----'· ...  h .. -p,oto University Communications Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
A BIT OF SPACE COMES TO MSU 
NASA research has allowed Americans to have protective clothing that is available because of 
space suit technology. Area students will have an opportunity to see examples of this and· other 
technological advances when the NASA semitrailer makes a stop on the Morehead State 
University campus on Tuesday and Wednesday. March 21 and 22. More than 800 students are 
registered to visit the exhibit during the two-days. The facility is open for public viewing on 
Tuesday evening from 4:30 until 8 p.m. The space activity at MSU is sponsored by the 
Kentucky Department of Education's Region 7 Service Center. East Kentucky Center for 
Science and Technology and the University's Department of Physical Sciences. Additional 
information is available by calling (606) 783-5418. 
(NASA p~ot~) 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 10, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twelve Kentucky poets and writers will participate in the "Time All 
Over: A Celebratory Reading" on Thursday, March 30, at Morehead State University's Kentucky 
Folk Art Center in Morehead. 
Among those reading from their works will be Rebecca Bailey, Garry Barker, Ken 
Casper, George Eklund, John Engle, Kent Fielding, Marcia Hurl ow, John Maruskin, Paul Salyer, 
Tim Skeen, Joe Survant, Dorothy Sutton and Ron Whitehead. 
The activity, held in conjunction with the "Time All Over'' exhibit currently on display at 
the center, will begin at 7 p.m. 
The reading, which is free and open to the public, is sponsored by MSU' s Department of 
English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy and KF AC Additional information is available by 
calling (606) 783-2728. 
#### 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 10, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University chapter of the Honor Society ofPhi 
Kappa Phi will hold its annual celebration of academic excellence banquet on Monday, April I 0. 
During the evening's program, which will take place at 6 p.m. in the Crager Room of the 
Adron Doran University Center, the organization will honor freshmen that have achieved a 4.0 
grade point average, award scholarships to sophomores and induct new members. 
The cost of the banquet is $13 per person. 
Reservations must be made no later than 4:30p.m. Monday, March 20, by calling Mike 
Pennington, Phi Kappa Phi secretary, at (606) 783-5488. 
#### 
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Meeting ofMSU's Board of Regents 
Wednesday, March 22, 2000 
11 a.m. 
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center 
Two of the board committees will hold public sessions in the Riggle Room 
prior to the meeting. Academic Affairs will meet at 9 a.m. followed by 
Administration and Fiscal Services at 10 a.m. 
(606) 783-2030 
The board agenda contains a number of items for discussion and/or action including 
approval of 2000 spring graduates and granting of tenure, tenure with promotion and sabbatical 
leaves. They will hear reports from faculty members who were on sabbatical leaves during 1998-
99. 
The regents will be asked to approve sale of housing and dining system revenue bonds, 
and ratifY personal service contracts and personnel actions. 
Also during the meeting, the board will receive the Spring 2000 preliminary enrollment 
report and an update on the status of special projects. New officers will be elected and the 
Enrollment Management Task Force will be spotlighted. 
Media representatives planning to attend are requested to call the Office of 
University Communications at (606) 783-2030 by noon Tuesday, March 21, so that 
sufficient support materials will be available. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(March 26-April 1) 
Sunday. March 26 
Wilma E. Grote Symposium for the Advancement of Women: "Coming of Age: Women in the 
New Millennium," Adron Doran University Center, registration fee, through March 28. 
Opening reception, Reel World String Band, Crager Room, 6 p.m. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2015. 
Senior Recital: Aaron Nicholson, euphonium, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 5 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Faculty Recital: Jay Flippin, keyboards, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Monday, March 27 
Grote Symposium Keynote Address: "What Do We Mean By Women's Equality: 2000 and 
Beyond," by Dr. Mary Frances Berry, chair of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 
Crager Room, ADUC, 1:30 p.m.; free. Additional information: (606) 7832-2015. 
Tuesday, March 28 
Central Kentucky Blood Center Blood Drive, Button Drill Room, 10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Also March 29, same time. Additional information: (800) 775-2522. 
Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Pikeville College, George Sadler Tennis Courts, 3 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2088. 
Recital: MSU Jazz Ensemble I, Gordon Towell, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 
8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Wednesday. March 29 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. University of Cincinnati, Sonny Allen Field, 6 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2882. 
Women's International Film Series, "Paradise Road," 112 Rader Hall, 6:30 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2015. 
Thursday. March 30 
Theatre: "Peter Pan," Button Auditorium, 8 p.m., charge; through April 1. Special matinee, 




Recital: MSU Jazz Ensemble II, Gordon Towell, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music 
Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
FridaY. March 31 
Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, George Sadler Tennis Courts, 3 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Tennessee State University, George Sadler Tennis Courts, 3 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
Saturday. April 1 
Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State University, softball field, doubleheader, 
I p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, George Sadler Courts, 2:30 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Austin Peay State University, George Sadler Courts, 2:30 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois University, Sonny Allen Field, doubleheader, 3 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
#### 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University theatre students will present "Peter Pan," 
Thursday through Saturday, March 30-April1 in Button Auditorium on the campus. A special matinee 
performance is scheduled for Friday, March 31 at II a.m. 
The musical is based on James M. Barrie's play with music by Mark Charlap and lyrics by 
Carolyn Leigh. Additional music was composed by Jule Styne, Trude Rittman and Elmer Bernstein 
with additional lyrics written by Betty Camden. 
"This popular Broadway musical is entertainment for all ages, according to Dr. Travis 
Lockhart, director of theatre. 
The play will be directed by Dr. William J. Layne, theatre technical director; Christina 
Swanson, Ashland graduate student, will be the production stage manager; Dr. Greg Detweiler, 
professor of music, will be the musical supervisor; Sylvia Lane, theatre choreographic adviser, will be 
the choreographer; Kristopher Castle, Lowmansville junior, will serve as the scenic designer; Emily B. 
Moses, Cynthiana senior, will be the properties designer; Elizabeth Payne, South Point, Ohio, senior, 
will be the costumes designer; Dr. Mark E. Mallett, theatre associate technical director, will serve as 
the lighting designer; and Matt Morphew, Lexington junior, will be the sound designer. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
In addition to this production, members of Theta Alpha Phi theatre honor society and MSU 
Players will offer "A Day of Theatre Workshops" for high school and middle school students on 
Thursday, March 30. There will be a $5 fee per student for the workshop, which includes admission to 
the evening performance. The sessions will cover acting, costumes, make-up, sound, lights, set design 
and dance. Last season, more than I,OOO students participated in special performances with MSU 
theatre. 
st 
Additional information is available by calling MSU's Theatre Box Office at (606) 783-2170. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Clark County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April I, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Appearing in the role of an Indian will be Christy Reasor, a Winchester freshman art 
education major. She is the daughter of Ross and Flo Reasor. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
Additional information is available by calling MSU' s Theatre Box Office at 
(606) 783-2170. 
st 
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News University Commuriications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box I 100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from West Liberty will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m., in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Jessica Taulbee, a freshman theatre major, will play the role of an Indian. The daughter of 
Marilynn Taulbee, she is a member ofMSU Players. 
Ronald Nantell, a freshman theatre major, is the son of Guy Nantell and Viola Liehseder. 
He is a member ofMSU Players, the Student Government Association and the Residence Hall 
Council. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.-"-A Jackson County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Gina Hays, a McKee senior theatre major, will serve as assistant stage manager. The 
daughter of Ted and Martha Hays, she is a member of Theta Alpha Phi theatre honor fraternity, 
· MSU Players and Gamma Beta Phi national honor society. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
Additional information is available by calling MSU' s Theatre Box Office at 
(606) 783-2170. 
st 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Bracken County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Troy Miller, an Augusta junior theatre major, will play the role of Starkey. The son of 
Keith and Betsy Miller and Darlene and Benny McNeese, he is a member ofMSU Players and 
coach of the Rowan County Middle School speech team. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State U rnversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky,---A Franklin County student will participate in Morehead State 
Urnversity theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Erin Bryan, a Frankfort jurnor, is the daughter of Hal and Joyce Bryan. She is a member 
ofMSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
Additional information is available by calling MSU' s Theatre Box Office at 
(606) 783-2170. 
st 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 200,0 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Greenup County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Kyle Dixon, a Greenup senior music education major, is the son of Butch and Lynne 
Dixon. He is a member of the Symphony, Pop and Marching bands, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, 
Concert Choir and Gamma Beta Phi national honor society. He is currently serving as president of 
Collegiate Music Educators National Conference. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I. D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State Urnversity UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMl\.1EDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Montgomery County student will participate in Morehead State 
Urnversity theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Michelle Agee, a Mt. Sterling junior elementary education major, is the daughter of 
Michael and Pamela Agee. She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota music fraterllity, MSU bands, 
Opera Works and the Kentucky Education Association-Student Program. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and sernor citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Campbell County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Caren R. Luebbers, a Cold Spring senior special education and theatre major, will play 
the role of an Indian and serve as dance captain. The daughter of Deborah Luebbers of Cold 
Spring and Joseph Luebbers of Elizabethtown, she is a member of Theta Alpha Phi theatre honor 
society and MSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I .D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Whitley County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April I at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Melissa Mattingly, a Corbin senior art and theatre major with a psychology minor, will 
play the role of pirate and serve as assistant costume designer. She is a member of the Visual Arts 
Guild, MSU Players and Theta Alpha Phi theatre honor society. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to· MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 




MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Harrison County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April I at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Emily B. Moses, a Cynthiana senior journalism major, will play the role of Mrs. Darling 
and serve as properties designer. The daughter of Marsha and Stephen B. Moses, she is the editor 
of the University's school newspaper, "The Trail Blazer", and a member of Theta Alpha Phi 
theatre honor society and MSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Fayette County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1 at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Matt Morphew, a Lexington junior theatre major, will play the role of Hook. The son of 
Michael and Mary Morphew, he is a member ofMSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR Il'v1MEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Lawrence County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1 at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Kristopher Castle, a Lowmansville junior theatre major, will play the role of Mr. Darling 
and serve as scenic designer. The son of Gale and Carolyn Castle, he serves as treasurer of Theta 
Alpha Phi theatre honor society and as coordinator of the MSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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News University Communications 
Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box llOO Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Shelby County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Amanda Simmons, a Shelbyville senior speech and English major, will play the role of the 
crocodile. The daughter of Vance and Mary Simmons, she is a member ofthe MSU speech team 
and MSU Players. She serves as the assistant coach for the Rowan County Middle School speech 
team. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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Pauline Young, Director 
Morehead State University UPO Box 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Warren County, Ohio, student will participate in Morehead State 
Universi~ theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Holly Stagnaro, a Lebanon senior communications major, will play the role of an Indian. 
The daughter of Gilbert and Mary Stagnaro, she is a member of the MSU dance team. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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Morehead State University UPOBox 1100 Morehead, KY 40351-1689 (606) 783-2030 
March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Highland County, Ohio, student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April I, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Jay Matheny, a Sinking Spring freshman music education major, is the son of Michael 
and Terri Matheny. He is a member of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia music honor fraternity, the Jazz and 
Fusion Ensembles, Concert Choir and the Concert and Marching bands. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid l.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Greene County, Ohio, student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1 at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Tim Fitzharris, a Bellbrook junior electronic media major, will appear as Nibs. The son of 
Jerry and Janie Fitzharris, he is active in the production of the student-produced show, 
"N ewscenter." 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I. D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Lawrence County, Ohio, student will participate in Morehead 
State University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, 
March 30-April I, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Elizabeth Payne, a South Point senior theatre and art major, will play the role of 
Buttercup and serve as costume designer. The daughter of Gearld and Rebecca Payne, she is a 
member of Theta Alpha Phi theatre honor society, MSU Players, and the Honors and Leadership 
programs. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Raceland student will participate in Morehead State University 
theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-April 1, at 
8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
LaDawna Mcintyre, a Raceland sophomore theatre major, is the granddaughter of Don 
and Phyllis Mcintyre. She is a member ofMSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Licking County, Ohio, student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April I, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Chris Kennedy, a Newark junior music education major, will play the role ofNoodler. 
The son of John and Bettie Kennedy, he is a member of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, Theta Alpha Phi 
theatre honor society and MSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE. 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Charleston, W.Va., student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Kirstie Mahoney, a junior advertising and public relations major, will play the role ofLiza. 
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Mahoney, she is a member of Gamma Beta Phi national 
honor society, Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority, MSU Players and the Newman Center. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Grosse De, Mich., student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1 at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Richard C. Mente, a freshman history major, is the son of Donald Mente and Diane 
Mente. He is a member of Sigma Nu social fraternity, International Thespian Society and the U.S. 
Army Reserves. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
Additional information is available by calling MSU's Theatre Box Office at 
( 606) 783-2170. 
#### 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Hancock, Ohio, student wiii participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1 at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Laurie Dye, a Findlay freshman theatre major, wiii play the role of an Indian. The 
daughter ofJoe and Pam Dye, she.is a member of the Silver Blades. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--_-Three students from Ashland will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1 at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
They are: 
Billy Wilburn, a freshman theatre major, is the son of Loretta and Lonnie Wilburn. 
Chris Swanson, a theatre graduate student, will serve as properties stage manager. The 
son of Curtis and Uma Swanson, he is a member of Theta Alpha Phi theater honor society and 
MSU Players. 
Alanna Hartley, a junior theatre major, will play the role of an Indian and serve as assistant 
costume designer. The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dean Curtis, she also is a member of Theta 
Alpha Phi and MSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Johnson County students will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Leeann Sublett, a Flat Gap freshman theatre and English major, will play the role of 
Wendy. The daughter of Mike and Lorita Sublett, she is a member ofMSU Players and the 
Marching and Jazz Ensemble bands. 
Dale Marie Prenatt, a Wittensville sophomore theatre major, will play the role ofNana. 
The daughter of Gail Amburgery ofBoonscamp and Russell Prenatt of Ormond Beach, Fla., she 
is a member ofMSU Players and the Student Association for Feminist Thought. She also serves 
on the editorial staff for Inscape, MSU' s student literary magazine. 
Tres Dean, a Tutor Key theatre graduate student, will appear in the title role as Peter 
Pan. The son of Brad and Debbie Daniels and Russell and Debra Dean, he is a member of the 
sports staff at WMKY, MSU' s public radio station, as well as Theta Alpha Phi theatre honor 
society and MSU Players. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
' 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two students from Morehead will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 30-
April 1 at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
They are: 
Janis Nell Robinson, a freshman English and theatre major, is the daughter of John R. and 
Sheree Jo Robinson. She is a member ofMSU Players. 
Eric Hamlin, freshman physical education major with a theatre minor, is the son of Dr. 
Larry E. and Sussan Hamlin. He is a member of the Akido Club and the U.S. Army Reserves. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card .. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Letcher County student will participate in Morehead State 
University theatre students production of"Peter Pan," Thursday through Saturday, March 3D-
April I, at 8 p.m. in Button Auditorium on the campus. 
Megan Cara Caudill, a Carcassone junior elementary education major, will play the role 
of an Indian. The daughter ofMichael and Marcia Caudill, she is a member ofMSU Players, MSU 
Marching and Concert bands, Gamma Beta Phi national honor society, Sigma Alpha Iota music 
fraternity and the Leadership Program. 
Tickets for the play are $6 for adults, $2 for children and senior citizens and free to MSU 
students with a valid I.D. card. Reservations are not necessary. 
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March 23, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering free, anonymous screenings 
for alcohol problems as part ofNational Alcohol Screening Day which will be observed on 
April6. 
The screenings will be held Tuesday, April 4, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the second floor 
of the Adron Doran University Center. 
Participants will take a written test and review the results with a health professional. 
Optional alcohol education sessions will be offered. Some topics include: binge drinking; how to 
recognize drinking problems; and what happens to the body when drunk. 
"It is critical that college students know that alcohol can be a dangerous and life-
threatening substance," said Judy Krug, student wellness coordinator. "Alcohol is frequently a 
factor in the three leading causes of death-- auto crashes, homicides, suicides-- for 15-24-year-
olds, but by learning the facts about alcohol, you can cut your risk and have a good time without · 
endangering yourself and others." 
Additional information is available from Krug at (606) 783-5248. 
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March 24, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.---Morehead State University representatives are going to 
Prestonsburg for a "Meet MSU Night." 
(606) 783-2030 
The event, which is designed for high school students and their parents, is scheduled for 
Thursday, March 30, from 6:30 to 8:30p.m. at the Holiday Inn in Prestonsburg. 
"It will be a very informal setting for prospective students to talk with administrators and 
faculty from Morehead State," said Sandy Barker, associate director of admissions. 
MSU representatives from admissions, housing, financial aid, student activities, athletics 
and various academic departments will be among those on hand to talk with students. University 
President Ronald G. Eaglin and Dr. Michael R. Moore, executive vice president for academic 
affairs, are scheduled to be in attendance. 
Students may register at the door for a $1,000 residence hall grant. 
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March 24, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Being recognized as a leader in one's field might mean having 
experience and the right qualifications. 
For those in human resources positions, that could also mean having professional 
certification. To assist in enhancing your credentials, Morehead State University's Office of 
Human Resources wants to organize a group to accomplish this goal. 
Professionals in the human resources field may receive certification as a Professional in 
Human Resources (PHR) or Senior Professional in Human Resources (SPHR) after passing a 
national examination. Individuals with at least two years of experience may qualifY for the PHR 
exam while six years of experience is needed for SPHR certification. 
To plan for the national examination that is given biannually, Dr. Bob Hatfield, MSU 
assistant professor of management, will offer a preparation course. "When I taught the SHRM 
prep class, all my students passed the test on the first try," he said. "While I cannot guarantee he 
same result, the SHRM material combined with in-class preparation is a formula for success." 
Dr. Hatfield holds a Ph.D. degree in organizational behavior/human resources and a 
minor in public policy (labor relations and human resources in public sector) from Indiana 
University's School of Business. He has more than 10 years of management experience with a 
Fortune 500 company. 
The preparation course, which will be taught between Oct. 3 and Nov. 21, will consist of 
six meetings with each session running two and one-half hours. 
Additional information and registration is available from Michelle Hardin, MSU assistant 
director of employment and training, at (606) 783-2097 or her assistant, Kristie Jenkins, at 
(606) 783-4429, or from the Web site at www.moreheadstae.edu/units/hr. 
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March 24, 2000 
FOR IMI'v1EDIA TE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University/Central Kentucky Blood Center 
spring blood drive will have an added dimension this year. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity is sponsoring a marrow donor registration as part of the 
CKBC blood drive Tuesday and Wednesday, March 28 and 29, from I 0 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the 
Button Drill Room. 
Approximately 250 pints of blood is needed each day to satisfY routine and emergency 
needs in the East and Central Kentucky area and bone marrow donations is another area where 
fellow Kentuckians need help. 
Marrow transplantation is used to combat leukemia and other related cancer and immune 
system disorders. Marrow used in a transplant must be a close match with the patient's tissue 
type .. For this reason, family members are used as donors whenever possible. 
"For many patients, family members are not available or are ineligible," said Glen White, 
donor resources consultant for CKBC. "That's where the National Marrow Donor Program 
comes in." 
NMDP maintains a worldwide computer registry of tissue type codes of volunteers who 
are willing to be tested and put on the list. The odds of any listed individual matching a patient 
are low, so the more people listed, the better the chances, White noted. 
Signing up for the registry means completing additional paperwork and having a small 
test-tube of blood drawn for tissue cross matching. 
All blood donors will receive a free gift whether or not they join the registry. A drawing 
will be held for a free MSU parking pass, courtesy of the Office of Public Safety. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from CKBC at (800) 775-2522. 
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March 24, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students at Morehead State University have made helping those in 
need a little easier for the Christian Social Services Center. 
Forty students in Dr. Brenda Malinauskas-Overton's introductory nutrition classes 
prepared and donated 25 packages of food to the center's food pantry. 
"I wanted (the students) to do something that would actually give back to the 
community," said Dr. Malinauskas-Overton, assistant professor of nutrition/human sciences. 
"We needed to do something nutrition-related." 
Each package contained all the non-perishable items needed for an easy-to-prepare meal, 
nutritional information about the meal and an inspirational message. 
The students' donation will enable CSSC to help a few more families. "We usually give 
between 35 and 40 food boxes per month," said Paul Semisch, a case manager at CSSC. Each 
box contains a seven-day supply offood. 
In addition, Dr. Malinauskas-Overton's junior~ and senior-level dietetic students are 
providing nutrition counseling for weight loss, weight gain and establishing healthy eating habits 
at MSU's Wellness Center through Friday, April 7. 
Interested parties may complete an assessment sheet and make an appointment at the 
Wellness Center. The initial assessment will take 45 minutes to one hour and follow-up 
appointments will be approximately 25 minutes each. 
Although there is no charge for this service, a recommended $5 contribution would be 
accepted to benefit the Broken Wing Foundation for MSU student Tony Baker. Donations may 
be given to any nutrition counselor. 
#### 
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March 24, 2000 
FOR JMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University will provide another evening of fun and 
entertainment at its "Bach to the Future" Spring Gala 2000 which will be held on Saturday, 
April29. 
In its eighth year, the gala is a benefit that supports MSU's academic programs. This 
year's net proceeds will be used to create an endowment to support visiting artists and professors 
in the humanities. The state will be asked to match the funds on a dollar-for-dollar basis. 
"This event has raised more than $25 0, 000 since its inception and we are hopeful that this 
occasion will provide even greater rewards," said Mrs. Bonnie Eaglin, who along with AI 
Baldwin, Dr. Christopher Gallaher and Susette Redwine, serve as the gala's executive 
committee. 
The evening will provide insight into the life ofJohann Sebastian Bach as he travels 
through a time warp to the future. With harpsichord at hand, Bach will greet guests and share his 
must c. 
Gaia-goers may enjoy a variety offood dishes, a-silent auction and music of all types 
including classical, big band, traditional and futuristic, as they stroll through the different rooms 
of the Adron Doran University Center. 
To participate in the evening, there are two packages from which to choose, both with a 
reservation deadline of Wednesday, Apri119. The deluxe package, at $125 per person, begins 
with a 6 p.m. reception in the Adron Doran University Center, followed by dinner at 6:30p.m. 
Valet parking will be provided. 
Those selecting the second level package, at $50 per person, will begin with a light buffet 
at 7 p.m. in the Patti Bolin Room,_ Lloyd Cassity Building. 
All attendees may enjoy the featured musical presentation with "The Keyboard 
Whizzards" in Button Auditorium before returning to ADUC for dancing and food that includes 
a variety of delectable goodies. 
"This is a fun evening and we hope that everyone will join us," Mrs. Eaglin said. The 




Assisting the gala executive committee with the planning and arrangements for the 
evening is a steering committee that includes the following members of the campus and 
Morehead community: Dr. Yvonne Baldwin, Roger Barker, Dee Biebighauser, Darin Blackburn, 
Laradean Brown, Robert Franzini, Robert Hayes, Mindy Highley, Dr. Bill Higginbotham, Jami 
M. Hornbuckle, Sharon Jackson, Keith Kappes, Dr. William Layne, Joyce LeMaster, Dr. Travis 
Lockhart, Dr. Sue Luckey, Julia Martin, Dennis McKay, Kathryn Mincey, Marilyn Moore, 
Lynne Pack, Betty Philley, Janet Ratliff, Dr. Marilyn Sampley, Sheree Winkler and Judy Yancy. 
Additional information on the gala is available by calling (606) 783-2022. 
#1#1# 
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March 24, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---There were no injuries in an early morning fire that damaged a two-
story former residence on the Morehead State University campus. 
No other structures were damaged in the fire, which is being investigated by the 
Morehead Fire Department. 
The fire department was called to the scene at 3:35a.m. Crews responded with two fire 
engines and a ladder truck with 19 firefighters and remained on the scene until 7:30 a.m., 
according to fire chief Dale Adkins. 
The building, located near the Combs Building, housed the office of a faculty member 
and served as storage for the theatre prpgram. Items kept there included period costumes, 
furniture and an extensive collection of photographs from productions of the last 25 years. The 
monetary loss has not been determined. 
The MSU theatre student production of Peter Pan will remain on schedule for March 30-
April !. 
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HIGHLIGHTS AT MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
(April 2-8) 
Sunday. April 2 
(606) 783-2030 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Eastern Illinois University, Sonny Allen Field, I p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2882. 
Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State University, softball field, I p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
Recital: MSU Flute Choir, Robert ~ritchard, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 
3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Junior Recital: James Owen, trombone, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 5 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Junior Recital: Eric Dykes, tuba, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-2473. 
Monday. April 3 
Recital: MSU Brass Choir, Jon Burgess, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Tuesday, April 4 
Recital: MSU Tuba-Euphonium Ensemble, Stacy Baker, director, Duncan Recital Hall, 
Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Wednesday. April 5 
Art exhibit: Sophomore Show, through April 14, main gallery, Claypool-Young Art Building, 
8 a.m.- 4p.m., weekdays, free. Opening reception, April 5, 7 p.m., free. Additional 
information: (606) 783-5446. 
Junior Recital: Brent Sammons, baritone, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Thursday. April 6 
Founders Day, campus. Memorial Brick Dedication, Little Bell Tower, 11 a.m.; Luncheon, 
Award for University Service to be presented and new fellows Will be recognized, noon, 
Crager Room, Adron Doran University Center, reservations necessary; Breckinridge Hall 




Thursday. April 6 
Eagle Softball: MSU vs. University of Dayton, softball field, doubleheader, 3 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
Recital: MSU Jazz Ensemble II, Gordon Towell, director, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird 
Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Friday. April 7 
Junior Recital: Tim Wingate, guitar, Duncan Recital Hall, Baird Music Hall, 8 p.m., free. 
Additional information: (606) 783-2473. 
Saturday. April 8 
Eagle Softball: MSU vs. Tennessee Technological University, softball field, doubleheader, 
1 p.m., free; also April 9, 1 p.m. Additional information: (606) 783-5283. 
Eagle Baseball: MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University, Sonny Allen Field, doubleheader, 
3 p.m., free. Additional information: (606) 783-2882. 
Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Southeast Missouri State University, George Sadler Courts, 9 a.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
Lady Eagle Tennis: MSU vs. Northern Kentucky University, George Sadler Courts, 2:30 p.m., 
free. Additional information: (606) 783-2088. 
#### 
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March 29, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Judy Krug, Morehead State University's student wellness 
coordinator, was among those attending the Statewide Initiatives Leadership Institute in Tampa, 
Fla. 
The event, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education's Higher Education Center 
for Alcohol and Other Drug Prevention, addressed efforts to curb college students' underage and 
high-risk drinking. Since 1996, the center has worked to promote the formation of campus and 
community coalitions that focus on changing the environmental conditions that encourage 
c 
student substance use. 
Institute participants, representing 25 states, included state government substance abuse 
offices and alcoholic beverage control agencies, colleges and universities, and state coalitions. 
"Statewide college prevention initiatives have dramatically expanded the reach and 
effectiveness of campus-based prevention efforts," stated William DeJong, director of the Higher 
Education Center. "Our experience shows that prevention efforts are more successful when 
campus administrators work hand-in-hand with local and state government officials to limit 
alcohol sales to underage youth and eliminate irresponsible marketing practices by local bars, 
restaurants and liquor outlets. 
"High-risk drinking among college students is not a problem of the campus alone, but of 
the entire community." 
Krug is regional coordinator of the Kentucky Network of Colleges and Universities 
Committed to the Elimination of Drug and Alcohol Abuse. She also serves as project 
coordinator for a $249,000 grant from the U.S. Department of Education that is dedicated to 
reducing high-risk drinking among college students. 
Additional information is available from Krug at (606) 783-2125. 
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March 29, 2000 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.--Michael R. Walters, associate vice president of fiscal services, will continue 
to serve at the helm of the guiding board for Morehead State University's Campus Partnership Fund. 
Walters has been re-elected as president of the fund's board of stewards for the 2000-01 fiscal 
year. Dr. Wayne A. Morella, professor of industrial education, was elected vice president and Sandra L. 
Barker, associate director of admissions, was elected secretary/treasurer. 
'We are proud of the fact that we have a new mechanism for providing additional financial 
support to worthy initiatives throughout our campus, especially one that involves us helping ourselves," 
said MSU President Ronald G. Eaglin. 
The board of stewards is responsible for making the annual distributions of contributed and 
matched money within the Campus Partnership Fund account that result from the annual campus giving 
campaign 
A total of$8,641.50 was contributed to the account during the 1999 campaign that \vill be 
matched fifty cents to the dollar by the MSU Foundation, Inc. for a total of$12,962.25 to be distributed 
campus-wide during the 2000 fall semester. The board will soon begin to discuss a strategy for making 
these distributions. 
Last year, awards were made through a mini-grant competition. The Department of Art and the 
Office of Research, Grants and Contracts were each awarded $3,000; the Office of the Physical Plant 
received $2,950; and the Department of Elementary, Reading and Special Education was awarded $1,250. 
The board of stewards is comprised of nine members elected from faculty and staff contributors 
to the Campus Partnership Fund. 
Newly elected to serve three-year tenns on the board are: Darryl S. Grimes, Dr. Michael Hopper 
and Barker. Members completing two-year tenns are Phyllis J. Dehart, Robin J. Wicker, and Dr. Morella. 
Completing one-year tenns are Jeffrey L. Barker, Russell W. Thunnan and Walters. 
"Each of these faculty and staff colleagues are deserving of all of our thanks for their important 
work," Dr. Eaglin said. 
Additional infonnation on the Campus Partnership Fund is available by calling (606) 783-2053. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---WMKY 90.3 FM, Morehead State University's public radio station, 
will hold a 35th anniversary Bluegrass music concert on Sunday, July 2, at Cave Run Lake near 
Morehead. The event will take place from I to 10 p.m. at the Twin Knobs campground. 
WMKY' s "Bluegrass Diversion" personalities Sandy Knipp and Bob Christian will emcee 
the show. At least six bands will perform, including: The Lonesome River Band, Ernie Thacker 
and Route 23, New Tradition, Bluegrass Strangers, D.D. Thacker and Teenage Grass and New 
Time. 
The free concert is being made possible by the Morehead Recreation, Tourism and 
Convention Commission and the Poppy Mountain Bluegrass Music Festival that booked the acts 
for the show. 
Approximately 5,000 people are expected to attend the Independence Day weekend event. 
WMKY began broadcasting in the summer of 1965 and this summer's concert is a tribute 
to the station's many listeners and supporters. 
st 
Additional information is available by calling (606) 783-2001. 
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PAINTSVILLE, Ky.---Morehead State University representatives are going to Paintsville 
for a "Meet MSU Night." 
The event, which is designed for high school students and their parents, is scheduled for 
Tuesday, April II, from 6:30 to 8:30p.m., at the Ramada Inn. 
"It will be a very informal setting for prospective students to talk with administrators and 
· faculty from Morehead State," said Sandy Barker, associate director of admissions. 
MSU representatives from admissions, housing, financial aid, student activities, athletics 
and various academic departments will be among those on hand to talk with students. University 
President Ronald G. Eaglin and Dr. Michael R. Moore, executive vice president for academic 
affairs, are scheduled to be in attendance. 
Students may register at the door for a $1,000 residence hall grant: 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
PIKEVILLE, Ky.---Morehead State University representatives are going to Pikeville for 
a "Meet MSU Night." 
The event, which is designed for high school students and their parents, is scheduled for 
Thursday, April 13, from 6:30 to 8:30p.m., at the Landmark Inn. 
"It will be a very informal setting for prospective students to talk with administrators and 
faculty from Morehead State," said Sandy Barker, associate director of admissions. 
MSU representatives from admissions, housing, financial aid, student activities, athletics 
and various academic departments will be among those on hand to talk with students. University 
President Ronald G. Eaglin and Dr. Michael R. Moore, executive vice president for academic 
affairs, are scheduled to be in attendance. 
Students may register at the door for a $1,000 residence hall grant. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Approximately 850 students are expected to participate in Morehead 
State University's Regional Foreign Language Festival on Friday, April 14, on the campus. 
The students will represent 15 senior high schools and four middle schools throughout 
East Kentucky, according to Mary Jo Netherton, MSU associate professor of French and festival 
coordinator. 
High schools participating are Bath County, Buckhorn, Sheldon Clark, Fleming County, 
McCreary Central, Paul Blazer, Menifee County, Rowan County Senior, Greenup County, 
Paintsville, Boyd County, Johnson Central, East Carter, Elliott County and Raceland-Worthington 
high and middle school. Other middle schools include Boyd County, Simons and Holy Family. 
The event includes academic competition in listening, speaking and writing proficiency; 
literary recitation; extemporaneous prose reading; drama; and construction models in French, 
German, Latin, Russian and Spanish. Non-academic events include frameable art, realia, costumes 
and chorus in the same languages. These competitions, which will be held in the Adron Doran 
University Center and Button Auditorium, are open to the public. 
Faculty members from MSU's Department of English, Foreign Languages and Philosophy, 
graduates, and area residents will serve as festival judges. Assisting Netherton will be Vandy 
Trent, departmental secretary; Rita Atiase, a senior from Ghana, Africa, as the student director, 
and MSU students majoring foreign languages, as judges' assistants. 
Additional information on the festival is available by calling (606) 783-2779 or 783-2582. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-six new Morehead State University Fellows will be 
recognized at the University's Founders Day Awards Luncheon on Thursday, April6, in the 
Adron Doran University Center on the campus. 
The 2000 Fellows include Mick and Linda Barker of Henderson, Nev.; Sarah Betty 
Blong of Cincinnati; and Wayne and Brenda Judy ofWesterville, Ohio; 
Charles E. Chatfield of Ashland; C. Gerald and Angela S. Martin of Winchester; and 
Bill, Beverly and John Vice of Lexington; 
Brian and Mica Abrams, Alan and Yvonne Baldwin, Francene and Vincent Butler, 
Jami M. Hornbuckle, Dennis and Carole Karwatka, Mark and Joyce Minor, Larry and Mary Jo 
Netherton, and David R. and Mary Rudy, all of Morehead. 
This brings the total ofMSU Fellows to more than 300. To become part of this elite 
group, an individual or couple must provide a cash gift of$10,000 or a property gift value at 
$12,500 or a deferred gift in the amount of$25,000. The cash requirement may be achieved 
through minimum annual gifts of$1,000. 
Also during the noon luncheon, MSU will honor several of the University's special friends: 
the Volunteer Fund Raiser, Russ McClure of Frankfort; Outstanding Faculty/Staff Fund Raisers, 
Madonna Weathers and April Haight; the Most Valuable Giver, the late Thomas Raymond Curtis, 
a native of Flat Gap in Johnson County; and the Foundation Board Member of the Year, 
James P. Pruitt Jr. of Pikeville. 
The keynote address will be given by Dr. Lucian Yates ill, superintendent of the 9, 000-
student Harrisburg (Pa.) School District. As the chief executive officer, he is responsible for 
developing an overall educational plan which includes public relations, curriculum and leadership 
development, financial analysis and employment recruitment. 
Dr. Yates has been instrumental in developing a partnership with Dickinson College in 
Carlisle, Pa., to recognize outstanding urban teachers, designing the equity audit and writing the 
discrimination/harassment procedures. 
(MORE) 
Founders Day 2000 
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In his nearly 30 years in education, he has held posts as a teacher, principal and most 
recently as an assistant superintendent in Jefferson County, before moving to Harrisburg. 
Author of numerous publications, including "The Learning Styles of African American 
Males," a training module that is being presented nationwide, Dr. Yates was invited to serve as an 
international consultant in St. Petersburg, Russia, and to work with ambassadors in establishing 
partnerships between schools in the U.S. and Africa. 
Active in his community, Dr. Yates received the Outstanding African-American Leader 
award from Shippensburg University, served on the board of the Keystone Area Council of Boys 
Scouts of America and is a member of Rotary Club of Harrisburg. 
A two-time graduate ofMSU, the educator earned A.B: and B.S. degrees in history and 
political science, respectively in 1974, an M.A. degree in history and education in 1977, and the 
Ph.D. degree in curriculum, instruction and supervision from Ohio University in Athens in 1994. 
The deadline to purchase luncheon tickets is Friday, March 31. The cost is $10 per 
person. 
To kickoff the Founders Day celebration, MSU faculty and staff retirees will be honored 
at a special breakfast hosted by President Ronald G. Eaglin. At 10:45 a.m., 39 individuals will be 
honored for their service to the University in a memorial brick ceremony at the Little Bell Tower. 
Following the luncheon, a groundbreaking ceremony will be held for the Breckinridge Hall 
project to officially begin the $14 million renovation/expansion that is expected to be completed in 
late 2001. 
Additional information on the Founders Day celebration and ticket reservations for the 
noon luncheon are available by calling the Office of Development and Alumni Relations at 
(606) 783-2599 or (800) 833-4483. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A new scholarship program has been established by the Kentucky 
Counseling Association to help students who are interested in pursuing a career in counseling. 
Currently, there is a shortage of counselors in some regions of the state, both in school 
and community agencies, according to Dr. Deborah Abell, interim chair of the Department of 
Leadership and Secondary Education at Morehead State University. "The shortage is projected to 
increase as community programs develop and school counselors retire," she said. 
To encourage students to consider counseling as a career choice, KCA and seven 
participating universities established the Summer Scholarship Program. The assistance includes 
both tuition and money for books for the 2000 summer session. 
The participating universities are Eastern Kentucky University, Western Kentucky 
University, University of Louisville, Murray State University, Lindsey Wilson College, Xavier 
University in Cincinnati and MSU. 
Applicants must complete an application, which is available online at 
www.kyca.org/KCASchorApplication.htm, document acceptance at a participating university 
and provide a letter of recommendation by Saturday, April IS. All materials should be mailed 
· to Dr. Bill Braden, KCA executive director, 622 Timothy Dr., Frankfort, Ky. 40601. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Abell at (606) 783-5207 or from the KCA 
Web site at www.kyca.org/KCASummer2000Scholarhip.htm. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---As a mother of three children and two grandchildren, Pamm 
Wainscott helps with a lot of homework. As a Morehead State University student, she has 
homework of her own that comes with pursuing two undergraduate degrees. 
(606) 783-2030 
"Usually, we all do our homework together," said Wainscott of Morehead. A native of 
Georgetown, Ohio, she started an "achievement wall" at her home to show all of the good 
grades she and her children earn. 
"At the end of the month, the one with the most A's gets a milkshake and everyone else 
gets an ice cream cone," she said. Recently, the United States Achievement Academy recognized 
Wainscott as an All-American Scholar after being nominated by Dr. Marc Glasser, MSU 
associate vice president of academic affairs and dean of graduate and undergraduate programs. 
The criteria for selection includes academics, attitude, citizenship, dependability and 
leadership. Wainscott's name and biography will be listed in the USAA collegiate directory and 
she will be eligible to apply for All-American Scholar scholarships. 
Wainscott, a junior majoring in marketing and horticulture, enrolled in her first MSU 
classes in the fall of 1997. "I always knew I wasn't finished learning when I graduated from high 
school in the '70s," she said. 
During that first semester, she second-guessed her decision to become a college student. 
Since that time, she has accumulated a grade point average above 3.0 and has been on the Dean's 
List. 
Active on campus, she is a member of the Non-Traditional Eagles Society and the 
Pinnacle Honor Society for non-traditional students and is a recipient of a Kentucky Garden Club 
scholarship. 
After graduation, she said she dreams of owning acreage where children can come to 
learn about butterflies, birds and plants. She also thinks about pursuing a Ph.D. degree so she 
can teach at the college level or work as an extension agent. 
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MT. STERLING, Ky.---The Morehead State University choirs will present a concert Thursday, 
April 6, at 7:30p.m. at First Christian Church in Mount Sterling. 
The touring vocal groups include the Concert Choir, of 50 students, the Chamber Singers and 
Opera Works. Dr. Greg Detweiler, assistant professor of music, directs the Concert Choir and Chamber 
Singers. Dr. Roma Prindle, associate professor of music, directs Opera Works. 
The performance is part of a five-day concert tour throughout eastern and northern Kentucky and 
southern Ohio. MSU students from the area who are performing on the tour include Christopher Conley, a 
Mount Sterling sophomore; Laura Gabbard, a Mount Sterling junior; Norvel Perkins, an Owings~ille 
senior; and Jessica Williams, a Jeffersonville sophomore. 
The Concert Choir will open the program with "Be Merciful Unto Me, 0 God" by March 
Murphy, conducted by Jonathan Adkins, a senior music mf\ior from Salt Lick. "The first part of the 
program will continue with a variety of sacred music moving from joyful praise to intense pain and 
longing, and closing with a return to assurance and praise," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The focal point of the performance will be Edwin Fissinger's "By i:he Waters of Babylon," a 
contemporary work for soprano and choir, which illustrates the emotions of the people of Judah during 
their exile in Babylon, Dr. Detweiler noted. Dr. Prindle will sing a soprano solo during the piece. 
Later in the program, the Concert Choir will perform "Exultae Deo" by Palestrina, ''Nachtens" by 
Johannes Brahms and "Great Day," arranged by Warren Martin. 
Opera Works will feature excerpts from Henry Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas." Andrea Trusty, a 
Mize freshman and mezzo soprano, will play the role of Dido. Christopher Conley, a Mt. Sterling 
sophomore and tenor, will play the role of Aeneas. The opera tells the tragic story of one of history's first 
known depressed women, Queen Dido of Carthage, and the man who loves her, Aeneas, the ruler of Troy, 
according to Dr. Prindle. 
The Chamber Singers will feature Morten Lauridsen's choral work, "Les Chansons des Roses," 
or "Rose Songs." "The songs are a joyous, playful and highly romantic set of five pieces using poems on 
roses by Rilke," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The singers also will perform the English Madrigal "0 Stay Sweet Love" by John Fanner, the 
jazz ballad "London Night" arranged by Gene Peurling and the King Singers' arrangement of Randy 
Newman's "Short People." 
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ASHLAND, Ky.---The Morehead State University choirs will present a concert Sunday, April 9, 
at 5 p.m. at the First Christian Church in Ashland. 
The touring vocal groups include the Concert Choir, of 50 students, the Chamber Singers and 
Opera Works. Dr. Greg Detweiler, assistant professor of music, directs the Concert Choir and the 
Chamber Singers. Dr. Roma Prindle, associate professor of music, directs the opera ensemble. 
The perfonnance is part of a five-day concert tour throughout eastern and northern Kentucky and 
southern Ohio. MSU students performing on the tour include Doris Bolt, a Louisa freshman; Kyle Dixon, 
a Greenup senior; Scott Evans, an Ashland freshman; April Garvin, a Catlettsburg freshman; Michelle 
Napier, a Louisa senior; and Richard Parnell, a Louisa sophomore. 
The Concert Choir will open the program with "Be Merciful Unto Me, 0 God" by March 
Murphy, conducted by Jonathan Adkins, a senior music major from Salt Lick. "The first part of the 
program will continue with a variety of sacred music moving from joyful praise to intense pain and 
longing, and closing with a return to assurance and praise," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The focal point of the performance will be Edwin Fissinger's "By the Waters of Babylon," a 
contemporary work for soprano and choir, which illustrates the emotions of the people of Judah during 
their exile in Babylon, Dr. Detweiler noted. Dr. Prindle will sing a soprano solo during the piece. 
Later in the program, the Concert Choir will perform "Exultae Deo" by Palestrina, "Nachtens" by 
Johannes Brahms and "Great Day," arranged by Warren Martin. 
Opera Works will offer excerpts from Henry Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas." Andrea Trusty, a Mize 
freshman and mezzo soprano, will play the role of Dido. Christopher Conley, a Mount Sterling 
sophomore and a tenor, will play the role of Aeneas. The opera tells the tragic story of one of history's 
first known depressed women, Queen Dido of Carthage, and the man who loves her, Aeneas, the ruler of 
Troy, according to Dr. Prindle. 
The Chan1ber Singers will feature Morten Lauridsen's choral work, "Les Chansons des Roses," 
or "Rose Songs." "The songs are a joyous, playful and highly romantic set of five pieces using poems on 
roses by Rilke," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The singers also will perform the English Madrigal "0 Stay Sweet Love" by Jolm Fanner, the 
jazz ballad "London Night" arranged by Gene Peurling and the King Singers' arrangement of Randy 
Newman's "Short People." 
The concert is free and open to the public. Additional information is available from Dr. Detweiler 
at (606) 783-2480. 
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ALEXANDRIA, Ky.---The Morehead State University choirs will present a concert Monday, 
April 10, at 7:30p.m. at Campbell County High School in Alexandria. 
The touring vocal groups include the Concert Choir, of 50 students, the Chamber Singers and 
Opera Works. Dr. Greg Detweile~, assistant professor of music, directs both the Concert Choir and 
Chamber Singers. Dr. Roma Prindle, associate professor of music, directs the opera ensemble. 
The performance is part of a five-day concert tour throughout eastern and northern Kentucky m1d 
southern Ohio. MSU students perfonning on the tour include Elizabeth Adkins, an Independence senior; 
Timothy Conner, a Mowrystown, Ohio, senior; and Debralee Sullivan, a Falmouth senior. 
The Concert Choir will open the program with "Be Merciful Unto Me, 0 God" by March 
Murphy, conducted by Jonathan Adkins, a senior music major from Salt Lick. ''The first part of the 
program will continue with a variety of sacred music moving from joyful praise to intense pain and 
longing, m1d closing with a return to assurance and praise," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The focal point of the performance will be Edwin Fissinger's "By the Waters of Babylon," a 
contemporary work for soprano and choir, which illustrates the emotions of the people of Judah during 
their exile in Babylon, noted Dr. Detweiler. Dr. Prindle will sing a soprano solo during the piece. 
Later in the program, the Concert Choir will perform "Exultae Deo" by Palestrina, "Nachtens" by 
Johannes Brahms and "Great Day," arranged by Warren Martin, among others. 
Opera Works will offer excerpts from Henry Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas." Andrea Trusty, a Mize 
freshman and mezzo soprano, will play the role of Dido. Christopher Conley, a Mount Sterling 
sophomore and a tenor, will play the role of Aeneas. The opera tells the tragic story of one of history's 
first known depressed women, Queen Dido of Carthage, and the man who loves her, Aeneas, the ruler of 
Troy, according to Dr. Prindle. 
The Chamber Singers will feature Morten Lauridsen's choral work, "Les Chansons des Roses," 
or "Rose Songs." "The songs are a joyous, playful and highly romantic set of five pieces using poems on 
roses by Rilke," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The singers also will perform the English Madrigal "0 Stay Sweet Love" by Jolm Fanner, the 
jazz ballad "London Night" arranged by Gene Peurling and the King Singers' arrangement of Randy 
Newman's "Short People." 
The concert is free and open to the pnblic. Additional information is available from Dr. Detweiler 
at (606) 783-2480. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Concert Choir and Chamber Singers 
will present a concert Thursday, April 13, at 8 p.m. in the Duncan Recital Hall of the Baird 
Music building on campus. 
The performance is part of a five-day concert tour throughout eastern and northern 
Kentucky and southern Ohio. MSU students performing on the tour include Marie Abner, Hanna 
Leitz and Anna Rucker, all Morehead freshmen; Rebecca Adams, a Clearfield freshman; and 
Jonathan Adkins, a Salt Lick senior. 
The Concert Choir will open the program with "Be Merciful Unto Me, 0 God" by March 
Murphy, conducted by Adkins, a music major. "The first part of the program will continue with a 
wide variety of sacred music moving from joyful praise to intense pain and longing, and closing 
with a return to assurance and praise," said Dr. Greg Detweiler, assistant professor of music, who 
directs both the Concert Choir and Chamber Singers. 
The focal point of the performance will be Edwin Fissinger's "By the Waters of 
Babylon," a contemporary work for soprano and choir, which illustrates the emotions of the 
people of Judah during their exile in Babylon, according to Dr. Detweiler. Dr. Roma Prindle, 
associate professor of music, will sing a soprano solo during the piece. 
Later in the program, the Concert Choir will perform "Exultae Deo" by Palestrina, 
"Nachtens" by Johannes Brahms and "Great Day," arranged by Warren Martin. 
The Chamber Singers will feature Morten Lauridsen's choral work, "Les Chansons des 
Roses," or "Rose Songs." "The songs are a joyous, playful and highly romantic set of five pieces 
using poems on roses by Rilke," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The singers alsowill perform the English Madrigal "0 Stay Sweet Love" by John Farmer, 
the jazz ballad "London Night" arranged by Gene Peurling and the King Singers' arrangement of 
Randy Newman's "Short People." 
The concert is free and open to the public. Additional information is available from Dr. 
Detweiler at (606) 783-2480 
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RIPLEY, Ohio---The Morehead State University choirs will present a concert Tuesday, April II, 
at 7:30p.m. at the Ripley Church of God in Ripley, Ohio. 
The touring vocal groups include the Concert Choir, of 50 students, the Chamber Singers and 
Opera Works. Dr. Greg Detweiler, assistant professor of music, directs both the Concert Choir and 
Chamber Singers. Dr. Roma Prindle, associate professor of music, directs the opera ensemble. 
The performance is part of a five-day concert tour throughout eastern and northern Kentucky and 
southern Ohio. MSU students performing on the tour include Jill Hawkins and Jenny Hawkins, both 
Manchester, Ohio, freshman; Erin Jones, an Aberdeen, Ohio, freshman; Ross Morgan, a freslunan, and 
Karen Pescosolido, a senior, both of Maysville; Will Rogers, a Mt. Orab, Ohio, sophomore; and Aimee 
Stears, a Dover, Ohio, freshman. 
The Concert Choir will open the program with "Be Merciful Unto Me, 0 God" by March 
Murphy, conducted by Jonathan Adkins, a senior music major from Salt Lick. "The first part of the 
program will continue with a variety of sacred music moving from joyful praise to intense pain and 
longing, and closing with a return to assurance and praise," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The focal point of the performance will be Edwin Fissinger's "By the Waters ·of Babylon," a 
contemporary work for soprano and choir, which illustrates the emotions of the people of Judah during 
their exile in Babylon, noted Dr. Detweiler. Dr. Prindle will sing a soprano solo during the piece. 
Later in the program, the Concert Choir will perfonn "Exultae Deo" by Palestrina, "Nachtens" by 
Johannes Brahms and "Great Day," arranged by Warren Martin, among others. 
Opera Works will offer excerpts from Henry Purcell's "Dido and Aeneas." Andrea Trusty, a Mize 
freshman and mezzo soprano, will play the role of Dido. Christopher Conley, a Mount Sterling 
sophomore and a tenor, will play the role of Aeneas. The opera tells the.tragic story of one of history's 
first known depressed women, Queen Dido of Carthage, and the man who loves her, Aeneas, the ruler of 
Troy, according to Dr. Prindle. 
TI1e Chamber Singers will feature Morten Lauridsen's choral work, "Les Chansons des Roses," 
or "Rose Songs." "The songs are a joyous, playful and highly romantic set of five pieces using poems on 
roses by Rilke," Dr. Detweiler said. 
The singers also will perform the English Madrigal "0 Stay Sweet Love" by John Fanner, the 
jazz ballad "London Night" arranged by Gene Peurling and the King Singers' arrangement of Randy 
Newman's "Short People." 
The concert is free and open to the public. Additional information is available from Dr. Detweiler 
at (606) 783-2480. #### 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---After playing together for five years, two Morehead State University 
musician/educators decided to collaborate on a compact disc. 
(606) 783-2030 
Jay Flippin, associate professor of music, and Dr. Gordon Towell, assistant professor of music, 
recorded "Ask Me Now" on Ballpark Records, their own company. The album is a series of jazz duets 
between Flippin on piano and Dr. Towell on saxophone. 
"We decided to work together as we enjoy performing together and each other's company," 
Dr. Towell said. ''We have been playing together and sort of have a musical affinity for each other's 
playing." 
Three of the disc's tracks are original compositions, "A Sunday Lakeside" and "Alisong" by Dr. 
Towell and "The Nite Owl" by Flippin. The other tracks are jazz and popular music standards such as the 
title song by Thelonius Monic 
"Our CD has been selling very well in Morehead at Coffeetree, Mainstreet Music and Chris's 
Guitar Shop and in Lexington at Joseph Beth," Dr. Towell said. "It has been played on WMKY, WUKY, 
and WVRG." 
An MSU faculty member since 1969, Flippin has been an accompanist for more than 1,000 
concerts and recitals and has written more than 1,000 compositions and arrangements for solo piano to full 
orchestra and chorus. In addition, Flippin has written more than 3 00 radio/television jingles and 
commercial projects. 
Dr. Towell is a frequent adjudicator and guest soloist/conductor across Canada and the United 
States. As a saxophonist, he has performed with numerous entertainers including the Manhattan Transfer, 
the Temptations, the Four Tops, Aaron Neville, Peabo Bryson, Roberta Flack, Melissa Manchester, the 
Lexington Phillmrmonic, the Indianapolis Symphony, the Edmonton Symphony and the Richmond 
Symphony. 
The duo is rehearsing to record another compact disc with the MSU faculty jazz quintet. They also 
are discussing plans for another collaboration. 
Additional information is available from Dr. Towell at (606) 783-2198 or Flippin at 
( 606) 783-2403. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Earl Bentley, a former administrator, professor and coach, will 
be the recipient of the 2000 Founders Day Award for University Service at Morehead State 
University on Thursday, April 6. 
Presentation of the award will be made during the awards luncheon, which begins at noon 
in the Crager Room of the Adron Doran University Center. Dr. Lucian Yates III, an MSU 
alumnus who is superintendent of the Harrisburg School District in Harrisburg, Pa., will give the 
keynote address. The University will recognize 26 new fellows and a number of special awards 
will be given. 
The award, established in 1978 by the Board of Regents, is given annually to recognize 
those who have given superior service to the University. Dr. Bentley has been described as a 
"generous, friendly and loyal man who has been a devoted supporter ofMSU for more than 30 
years." 
Numerous former students cite Dr. Bentley's influence on their lives as being a factor in 
their success on the job and in family life. "He is a man of integrity and honor; a father figure 
during my time at Morehead State and after graduation," one student noted. 
An Alabama native, Dr. Bentley earned a bachelor's degree from Troy State University, a 
master's degree from the University of Tennessee and an Ed. D. degree from the University of 
Southern Mississippi. 
Dr. Bentley came to the University in 1959 as a football coach and faculty member in the 
Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. He would add coach of track and 
women's soccer to his experiences before being named chair of the department, where he would 
remain until retirement in 1989. 
While serving as defensive coordinator for the football team, Dr. Bentley's defenses 
ranked in the top three defensive teams in the Ohio Valley Conference and in the top 20 
defensive teams in Division 1-AA, nationally. 
(MORE) 
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During his tenure at MSU, Dr. Bentley served on the board of certification for elementary 
physical education and driver's education, initiated new courses including "Use and Abuse of 
Drugs," and started the master's degree program in HPER, as well as the Emergency Medical 
Technician program and the National Youth Sports Program for area youngsters that continues at 
MSUtoday. 
Since his retirement, Dr. Bentley has continued to support activities on campus. He and 
his wife LeMerle, who retired as an assistant librarian after more than 20 years at the University, 
are members of the Retiree Advisory Committee. He also serves as a member of the Board of 
Directors oftheMSU Alumni Association. 
Active in the community, Dr. Bentley is a member of the Rowan County Retired 
Teachers Association and a volunteer for the American Cancer Society, where he serves on the 
planning committee for the Relay for Life and participates in the Road to Recovery program. He 
is a deacon at the First Baptist Church. 
Dr. Bentley and his wife live in Morehead. They have two children and four 
grandchildren. 
Also on the Founders Day schedule will be a memorial brick ceremony to honor faculty 
and staff members, which begins at I 0:45 a.m. at the Memorial Plaza. An official ceremony for 
the groundbreaking for the $14 million Breckinridge Hall renovation and addition project will be 
held at 2 p.m. 
Additional information on the Founders Day activities is available by calling 
(606) 783-2599 or (800) 833-4483. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Wayne Willis has studied education, journalism, theology, art 
and photography, but his most challenging endeavor to date has been as a dad. 
A professor of education in Morehead State University's College of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences, Dr. Willis became a father eight years ago when he and his wife adopted 
their daughter, Suzannah. He said his experience while waiting for her inspired him to write a 
children's book entitled, "This Is How We Became a Family." 
The children's book, which he also illustrated, was published by Magination Press in 
Washington, D. C. It is the story of a young woman who becomes pregnant, but decides she 
cannot care for her baby, Dr. Willis said. The expectant mother does not have a home, a car or 
enough money to raise a child, so she decides to let a couple, who cannot have children, adopt 
her child. 
In the end, both the young woman and the couple with the new daughter are happy. 
"All writers write from their own experiences, and this one is our story," Dr. Willis said. 
"I told it for Suzannah and I hope the rest of the world will enjoy it." 
Dr. Willis has read his book to more than 1, 000 public school children. When he does 
this, he takes the original canvas paintings to illustrate as he reads. These paintings, which were 
sized to fit the book, took approximately 23 drafts and four years to perfect. 
He currently has several other children's and young adult books in progress and is under 
contract to co-author a scholarly book that will compare education in the United States, England 
and Russia. 
A faculty member at MSU since 1988, Dr. Willis served two years as director of the 
Morehead Writing Project, an affiliate of the National Writing Project, where he received 
$200,000 in grants to help public school teachers improve their writing and their teaching of 
writing. 
(MORE) 
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He earned a Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in journalism and a minor in 
photography from Louisiana Tech, a Master of Arts degree in theological studies from Wheaton 
College and a Doctorate of Philosophy degree in historical, philosophical and social foundations 
of education at the University of Oklahoma. He has taken graduate and undergraduate classes in 
art at MSU. 
Additional information on the book is available from Dr. Willis at (606) 783-2835. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students at Morehead State University have two options for 
registering for classes for Summer I, Summer II, Post Summer Session and Fall 2000. 
The advance registration period for any of the four sessions will be held Monday through 
Thursday, Apri!I0-13, in the academic departments. Graduate students and current seniors and 
juniors will complete the process on Monday, April I 0; all classifications may register Tuesday 
through Thursday, April 11-13. The hours are 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. daily. 
Students are reminded to clear all holds on their records and to meet with their academic 
advisers before beginning the advance registration process. 
Those who wish to process their class schedule online may do so from their home, room 
in the residence hall or the on-campus computer center. Online registration is available from 
Monday, April 10, at 8 a.m. through Tuesday, May 2, at 4 p.m. 
To register online, current students must have cleared all holds on their account, have 
schedules approved by their academic adviser, know their personal PIN number and have an 
official checksheet on file in the Office of the Registrar. 
Course offerings may be viewed online by clicking on "Class Schedules" on MSU' s 
home page. A personal PIN number may be obtained from the Office ofinformation 
Technology at (606) 783-5000. 
Additional information is available from the Office of the Registrar at (606) 783-2008. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Tracy McCall and Karen Jordon of Vanceburg are among the 
students whose art will be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will b.e displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
AprilS, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, Aprill4. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end ofthe show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Toni Hobbs, the daughter of Tony and Linda Hobbs of Beattyville, 
is among the students whose art will be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art 
show. 
Among Hobbs' work will be artist's renditions of Audrey Hepburn and Martina McBride, 
"Schizophrenic" and "Carmel-coated Surrealism." 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four students from Rowan County are among those whose art will 
be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
The students include Jason Ratcliff of Elliottville; and Lori Blair, Denver Saunders and 
Xavier Scott, all ofMorehead. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Bryan Cook and Brandon Keene of Louisa are among the students 
whose art will be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, AprilS. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
AprilS, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Amanda Fleshman and Malayia Carty of West Liberty are among 
the students whose art will be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
AprilS, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each ofthe 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Megen George of Olive Hill is among the students whose art will 
be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.rn.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Susann Miller of Hazard and Anthony Brent Caudill of Viper are 
among the students whose art will be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art 
show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
) 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jennifer Daugherty of Union is among the students whose art will 
be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit pne." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be" held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Robbie Lounsberry of Belcher are among the students whose art 
will be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jennifer Sharp of Frankfort is among the students whose art will 
be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part ofthe requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Laura Sullivan of Owenton is among the students whose art will be 
shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
AprilS, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 8 
a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Heather Randolph of London is among the students whose art will 
be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
AprilS, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 8 
a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Elizabeth Haight of Greenup is among the students whose art will 
be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5 at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Randy Linkous of Rogers is among the students whose art will be 
shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
AprilS, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rob Johnson of Ashland is among the students whose art will be 
shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Lynn Reynolds of Salt Lick is among the students whose art will be 
shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dave Walker of Wheelersburg, Ohio, is among the students whose 
art will be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
AprilS, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
rdm 
Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kelly Austin of Portsmouth, Ohio, is among the students whose 
art will be shown in Morehead State University's sophomore art show. 
Their work will be displayed in the main gallery of the Claypool-Young Art Building, 
beginning Wednesday, April 5. The show is part of the requirement for art majors and minors 
who have completed at least 45 credit hours, but less than 75 hours of classes. 
"The students choose four to six pieces they have created over the past two years," said 
Jennifer Hart, gallery coordinator. "Sometimes they submit more or sometimes the piece is so 
big they submit one." 
An opening reception, which is free and open to the public, will be held Wednesday, 
April 5, at 7 p.m. The show will be on display through Friday, April 14. The gallery is open 
8 a.m.-4 p.m., weekdays. There is no charge for viewing. 
At the end of the show, Department of Art faculty members will critique each of the 24 
participating students' work. 
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Additional information is available from Hart at (606) 783-5446. 
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